
The Gladstone Bag (Sarah Kelling & Max Bittersohn Mysteries Series Book 9)

Author: Charlotte MacLeod

Family ties draw Boston’s art sleuths into an island murder mystery in this “unalloyed pleasure” from the international bestselling author (Publishers

Weekly).

Though a few years past sixty, Sarah Kelling’s Aunt Emma is as vigorous as a girl of twenty-two. She sings, she dances, and when the local fire department

needs a fundraising boost, she’s happy to jump out a window for charity. This summer, she decamps to Maine, to beat the heat at an island retreat for artists and

great thinkers. There are writers, painters, a psychic, and a historian, and their company promises to be great fun—until a few of them go treasure-crazy. Sensible

people have long dismissed rumors of the Pocapuk Island treasure as myth, but artists are seldom sensible. When their rampant digging stirs up buried trouble, it

leads to theft, drugging, and a murder. And although Sarah and her husband Max give investigative advice by phone, it’s up to Aunt Emma to save the islanders

from themselves.

The Venice Sketchbook: A Novel

Author: Rhys Bowen

“Rhys Bowen crafts a propulsive, unexpected plot with characters who come vibrantly alive on the page.” —Mark Sullivan, author of Beneath a

Scarlet Sky

Love and secrets collide in Venice during WWII in an enthralling novel of brief encounters and lasting romance by the New York Times bestselling

author of The Tuscan Child and Above the Bay of Angels.

Caroline Grant is struggling to accept the end of her marriage when she receives an unexpected bequest. Her beloved great-aunt Lettie leaves her a sketchbook,

three keys, and a final whisper…Venice. Caroline’s quest: to scatter Juliet “Lettie” Browning’s ashes in the city she loved and to unlock the mysteries stored away

for more than sixty years.

It’s 1938 when art teacher Juliet Browning arrives in romantic Venice. For her students, it’s a wealth of history, art, and beauty. For Juliet, it’s poignant memories

and a chance to reconnect with Leonardo Da Rossi, the man she loves whose future is already determined by his noble family. However star-crossed, nothing

can come between them. Until the threat of war closes in on Venice and they’re forced to fight, survive, and protect a secret that will bind them forever.

Key by key, Lettie’s life of impossible love, loss, and courage unfolds. It’s one that Caroline can now make right again as her own journey of self-discovery begins.

A Ghoulish Midlife: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Witching After Forty Book 1)

Author: Lia Davis

Widow and empty nester, Ava Harper, never dreamed of turning forty without the love of her life. Nor did she know she would bury her favorite aunt, who raised

her after the death of her mother, a few years later. Then again, she doesn't have the power of foresight. No, her powers are much darker. Powers she has kept

behind lock and key.

With her only son off to college and her life savings depleted, Ava returns home to Shipton Harbor, Maine. She's only there to clean out, fix up, and sell the family

home. But like everything in her life in the last five years, things change. Plans get canceled.

Arriving in Shipton Harbor is like stepping into another world. Her high school rival is married to her best friend and is set on making up for every devious thing

she did when they were teens. The magic in the house reawakens, making it impossible to sell. It doesn't want new owners, apparently. And to top it all, the

sheriff looks like he belongs on the cover of a romance novel.

When an old friend of the family turns up dead, Ava must delve deep into the powers she's repressed all her adult life to find the killer. Only a necromancer

could've killed her friend.

Now she must open up to her own wells of dark magic to find the murderer while working with the hottie sheriff she's sure has his own secrets.

Magic & Misfortune (Starry Hollow Witches Book 14)

Author: Annabel Chase

Welcome to Starry Hollow, where spells were made to be broken. 

 

Misfortunes never come alone. 

 

When a valuable jewel goes missing, Ember Rose is tasked with tracking it down. She quickly learns that the jewel wasn’t hidden away for its monetary worth but 

for safety because the jewel has the power to bring misfortune to its possessor. When the negative consequences start piling up, throwing one obstacle after 

another in her way, Ember turns to magic to find the jewel before it can wreak havoc on the entire town of Starry Hollow.



 

Will Ember locate the jewel in time or will the wheel of misfortune roll through town and crush the hopes and dreams of everyone she holds dear—including her

own? 

 

Magic & Misfortune is the fourteenth book in the Starry Hollow Witches humorous paranormal cozy mystery series. 

The Patricia Fisher Mysteries: All Ten Books (Patricia Fisher's Big Boxed Sets Book 1)

Author: steve higgs

Amazon.com #1 in Cozy Mystery, Mystery Anthologies, and Amateur Sleuths ‘A complete cozy mystery series with an ending that left me on a high for

days!’

When Patricia Fisher boards the world’s finest cruise ship for a three-month tour of the world, she expected a great many things …

… finding herself embroiled in a priceless jewel theft wasn’t one of them.

Less than twenty-four hours after setting sail, she’s accused of murder and confined to her cabin. Thankfully, she is staying in the royal suite and that means she

has a butler to help her. When he recruits his gym instructor BFF, Barbie, the trio turn detective to find the real killer.

But someone on board doesn’t want them to succeed and when the next body is found in her kitchen, the team realise it’s more than just her freedom at stake.

They’d better solve this fast or all three of them might be next.

Read this fast-paced adventure and nine more full-length stories as a middle-aged housewife throws off the shackles of her old life and becomes the woman she

was always meant to be.

When Steve Higgs writes, he hits it out of the park. I find myself laughing loud and often!

Praise for Patricia Fisher:

Patricia and her friends are so well-rounded and believable.

The series gets better with every book – I love Patricia Fisher I read this whole series in 3 days.

Each story got more and more exciting.

I hated it to end. I highly recommend, this series.

Good clean reading and delightful mysteries!

THE COMPLETE MONICA NOBLE MURDER MYSTERIES three utterly gripping cozy mysteries box set (Cozy

crime and suspense mystery box sets)

Author: FAITH MARTIN

DO YOU LOVE CLASSIC WHODUNITS FILLED WITH TWISTS AND TURNS THAT KEEP YOU GUESSING TILL THE FINAL PAGE? 

 

Then meet Monica Noble: the vicar’s wife with a taste for solving crimes. 

 

FROM #1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR FAITH MARTIN. YOU GET THREE BESTSELLING BOOKS IN THIS BOX SET. 

 

OVER TWO MILLION BOOKS SOLD WORLDWIDE. 

 

Perfect for fans of Agatha Christie, LJ Ross, TE Kinsey, and J.R. Ellis. 

____________________ 

 

WHAT EVERYONE IS SAYING: 

 

***** “A twisty jigsaw of a novel!” Sue 

 

***** “I was gripped from the first page.” Barbara 

 

***** “A classic whodunit . . . will keep you guessing till the end!” Javier 

 

***** “Very well done, Ms. Martin! More of Monica Noble, please.” Joyce 

 

***** “Definitely my favourite series from Faith Martin and always a one-sitting read. Absolutely full marks for sheer enjoyment value.” Ruth 

____________________ 



IN THIS THREE-BOOK BOX SET: 

 

BOOK 1: THE VICARAGE MURDER 

No one throws a party like Monica Noble. On the guestlist for her latest soiree: a celebrity chef, an Oxford don, and a bitter divorcee. But as the drinks are flowing,

a shotgun rings out. One of the guests is found dead. Can Monica solve the mystery before anyone else pays the ultimate price? 

 

BOOK 3: THE FLOWER SHOW MURDER 

Monica can’t tell a begonia from an azalea. Even so, she’s thrilled to judge the village flower show — until her fellow judge decides to smell the roses and drops

dead. Everyone assumes he had a heart attack, but Monica knows they’re wrong. Can she catch up to the killer before he strikes again? 

 

BOOK 3: THE MANOR HOUSE MURDER 

Monica and her husband attend a conference at a swanky manor house hotel. But at the dinner table, the unthinkable happens. A guest drops dead. Who killed

her? Suspicion falls on Monica’s husband. She knows he’s innocent, but the true killer is watching her every move. Can she unmask him in time to save her

husband? 

 

Don’t miss out on this series of unputdownable mysteries! YOU GET ALL THREE OF THE ABOVE BOOKS IN THIS EDITION. 

____________________ 

 

THE DETECTIVE 

MONICA NOBLE was widowed young, leaving her to raise her feisty daughter on her own. That is, until she met and fell in love with Graham Noble, a country

vicar (pastor), who enticed her to leave her high-flying job in advertising in the city and move to the Cotswold countryside. There she found bucolic life very

pleasant indeed — until murder started to rear its ugly head. And she discovered, to everyone’s surprise, that she had a flair for solving the most unholy of crimes. 

 

ALSO BY FAITH MARTIN 

JENNY STARLING MYSTERIES 

Book 1: THE BIRTHDAY MYSTERY 

Book 2: THE WINTER MYSTERY 

Book 3: THE RIVERBOAT MYSTERY 

Book 4: THE CASTLE MYSTERY 

Book 5: THE OXFORD MYSTERY 

Book 6: THE TEATIME MYSTERY 

Book 7: THE COUNTRY INN MYSTERY

A Conspiracy in Belgravia (The Lady Sherlock Series Book 2)

Author: Sherry Thomas

The game is afoot as Charlotte Holmes returns in USA Today bestselling author Sherry Thomas’s Victorian-set Lady Sherlock series.

Being shunned by Society gives Charlotte Holmes the time and freedom to put her extraordinary powers of deduction to good use. As “Sherlock Holmes,

consulting detective,” aided by the capable Mrs. Watson, she’s had great success helping with all manner of inquiries, but she’s not prepared for the new client

who arrives at her Upper Baker Street office.

Lady Ingram, wife of Charlotte’s dear friend and benefactor, wants Sherlock Holmes to find her first love, who failed to show up at their annual rendezvous.

Matters of loyalty and discretion aside, the case becomes even more personal for Charlotte as the missing man is none other than Myron Finch, her illegitimate

half brother.

In the meanwhile, Charlotte wrestles with a surprising proposal of marriage, a mysterious stranger woos her sister Livia, and an unidentified body surfaces where

least expected. Charlotte’s investigative prowess is challenged as never before: Can she find her brother in time—or will he, too, end up as a nameless corpse

somewhere in the belly of London?

Cottage on Gooseberry Bay: A Summer Thing

Author: Kathi Daley

USA Today Bestselling author Kathi Daley brings you a heartwarming mystery series about finding answers and fostering hope while building friendships and 

embracing the magic of life by the sea and small town holidays. 

 

Ainsley Holloway had come to Gooseberry Bay to find answers about her past. She’d come to find an explanation for the dreams that haunted her after the death 

of the cop who’d both rescued and raised her. And she’d come to identify the family she couldn’t remember but knew in her heart she’d once belonged to. Ainsley 

hoped that by finding these answers, she’d also find healing. She hoped that once she’d resurrected the memories buried deep in her mind, she’d find peace. 

 

The Cottage at Gooseberry Bay is a series about, not only finding answers, but finding hope. It’s a series about family and friendship. It’s a series about shared 

holidays, festivals, and celebrations. It’s a series about shared heartbreak and hardship. And it’s a series about the bond that can be forged amongst strangers 

when tragedy binds two or more individuals with a common goal. 



In book 6 in the series, Ainsley's PI business is really taking off after her recent successes and she's busier than ever tracking down the people her clients are

looking for including a father without a name and a social influencer who seems to have disappeared without a trace. When she isn't juggling multiple cases, she's

continuing to look into her own murky past in the hope of finding the sister she never knew she had.

The Victory Garden: A Novel

Author: Rhys Bowen

A Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and Amazon Charts bestseller.

From the bestselling author of The Tuscan Child comes a beautiful and heart-rending novel of a woman’s love and sacrifice during the First World

War.

As the Great War continues to take its toll, headstrong twenty-one-year-old Emily Bryce is determined to contribute to the war effort. She is convinced by a

cheeky and handsome Australian pilot that she can do more, and it is not long before she falls in love with him and accepts his proposal of marriage.

When he is sent back to the front, Emily volunteers as a “land girl,” tending to the neglected grounds of a large Devonshire estate. It’s here that Emily discovers

the long-forgotten journals of a medicine woman who devoted her life to her herbal garden. The journals inspire Emily, and in the wake of devastating news, they

are her saving grace. Emily’s lover has not only died a hero but has left her terrified—and with child. Since no one knows that Emily was never married, she

adopts the charade of a war widow.

As Emily learns more about the volatile power of healing with herbs, the found journals will bring her to the brink of disaster, but may open a path to her destiny.

The Lighthouse Keeper (A Starlight Cove Novel)

Author: Cynthia Ellingsen

An Amazon Charts bestseller.

Dawn Conners’s parents are famous for finding historic treasures, but she has a knack for losing things—her job, her boyfriend, and now, her reputation. Thanks

to a mud-slinging exposé, Dawn’s late great-grandfather is assumed guilty of stealing silver from a century-old shipwreck. Hoping to clear his name, Dawn returns

to Starlight Cove, her idyllic hometown on Lake Michigan, where the doomed vessel sleeps beneath the beam of a ramshackle lighthouse.

Her plan: remodel and sell the lighthouse while untangling the perplexing family mystery. Neither task is easy, especially once her well-meaning parents and the

quirky locals—including nautical researcher and Starlight Cove’s most eligible bachelor, Kip Whittaker—get involved. Despite their attraction, Dawn is reluctant to

trust Kip, or any of the close-knit townsfolk. But as she pieces together the truth, Dawn’s once-shuttered heart opens up. And if she’s willing, the lighthouse might

guide her to a place she never expected to find, where the past entwines with a bright new beginning.

Sweet Sun and Shadow (A Sweet Cove Mystery Book 20)

Author: J A Whiting

This is book 20 in the Sweet Cove paranormal cozy mystery series by USA TODAY Bestselling Author J.A. Whiting.

A cozy mystery with recipes.

It is May in the seaside town of Sweet Cove, Massachusetts and Ellie and Jack have been trying to close on some land for over seven months. The agent for the

seller is difficult and already the deal has fallen through twice.

Angie, Ellie, and Betty Hayes drive to the wooded land to walk the property line with the agent.

When they pull into the tiny dirt lot, the agent’s car is there, but she doesn’t get out.

Angie walks over and discovers something terrible.

The Roseland sisters, Mr. Finch, Chief Martin, and two fine felines have a new mystery on their hands, and paws, that will pull them into a web of lies and secrets.

Can they crack the case before their own lives are placed in jeopardy?

Above the Bay of Angels: A Novel

Author: Rhys Bowen

“…Sweeping and intimate, warm and gripping. I loved it!” —Louise Penny, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Chief Inspector Gamache

novels

A single twist of fate puts a servant girl to work in Queen Victoria’s royal kitchen, setting off a suspenseful, historical mystery by the New York Times

bestselling author of The Tuscan Child and The Victory Garden.



Isabella Waverly only means to comfort the woman felled on a London street. In her final dying moments, she thrusts a letter into Bella’s hand. It’s an offer of

employment in the kitchens of Buckingham Palace, and everything the budding young chef desperately wants: an escape from the constrictions of her life as a

lowly servant. In the stranger’s stead, Bella can spread her wings.

Arriving as Helen Barton from Yorkshire, she pursues her passion for creating culinary delights, served to the delighted Queen Victoria herself. Best of all, she’s

been chosen to accompany the queen to Nice. What fortune! Until the threat of blackmail shadows Bella to the Riviera, and a member of the queen’s retinue falls

ill and dies.

Having prepared the royal guest’s last meal, Bella is suspected of the poisonous crime. An investigation is sure to follow. Her charade will be over. And her new

life will come crashing down—if it doesn’t send her to the gallows.

The Tuscan Child

Author: Rhys Bowen

From New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestselling author Rhys Bowen comes a haunting novel about a woman who braves her father’s hidden

past to discover his secrets…

“Pass the bread, the olives, and the wine. Oh, and a copy of The Tuscan Child to savor with them.” —NPR

In 1944, British bomber pilot Hugo Langley parachuted from his stricken plane into the verdant fields of German-occupied Tuscany. Badly wounded, he found

refuge in a ruined monastery and in the arms of Sofia Bartoli. But the love that kindled between them was shaken by an irreversible betrayal.

Nearly thirty years later, Hugo’s estranged daughter, Joanna, has returned home to the English countryside to arrange her father’s funeral. Among his personal

effects is an unopened letter addressed to Sofia. In it is a startling revelation.

Still dealing with the emotional wounds of her own personal trauma, Joanna embarks on a healing journey to Tuscany to understand her father’s history—and

maybe come to understand herself as well. Joanna soon discovers that some would prefer the past be left undisturbed, but she has come too far to let go of her

father’s secrets now…

Death on the Green (The Dublin Driver Mysteries Book 2)

Author: Catie Murphy

“There is so much to like about the cozy perfection that is Catie Murphy’s Death on the Green, from the lush Irish travelogue to the precise balance

between comic relief and crime.”

—Bookpage STARRED 

As an American in Dublin, limo driver Megan Malone will need the luck of the Irish to avoid a head-on collision—with a killer . . .

Life has been non-stop excitement for American Army veteran Megan Malone ever since she moved to Ireland and became a driver for Dublin’s Leprechaun

Limousine Service. She’s solved a murder and adopted two lovable Jack Russell puppies. Currently, she’s driving world-class champion golfer Martin Walsh, and

he’s invited her to join him while he plays in a tournament at a prestigious Irish locale. Unfortunately, there’s a surprise waiting for her on the course—a body

floating in a water hazard.

Everyone loved golfer Lou MacDonald, yet he clearly teed off someone enough to be murdered. Martin seems to be the only one with a motive. However, he also

has an alibi: Megan and hundreds of his fans were watching him play. Now, with a clubhouse at a historical lodge full of secrets and a dashing Irish detective by

her side, Megan must hurry to uncover the links to the truth before the real killer takes a swing at someone else . . .

Frightfully Fortune (Miss Fortune Mysteries Book 20)

Author: Jana DeLeon

Rest when you’re dead?

It’s time for the annual Halloween festival in Sinful, and Fortune, Ida Belle, and Gertie can’t wait to suit up and enjoy the food and activities. But when a dead man

gallops through the park on a black stallion and slides to a decapitated stop right in front of Swamp Team 3, they know another festival is about to be turned on its

head…so to speak.

Gil Forrest never won any popularity contests and his dramatic and somewhat horrifying ride isn’t going to improve his statistics. But since his body was supposed

to be tucked away in a funeral home, no one could explain how it ended up on a horse in the middle of the festival. Everything about the set-up is strange and

Fortune, Ida Belle, and Gertie suspect there is more to the Headless Horseman ride than just a tasteless prank. And they plan to find out what it is.



Nobody's Ghoul (Ordinary Magic Book 8)

Author: Devon Monk

Police Chief Delaney Reed can handle supernatural disasters. With gods vacationing in her little town of Ordinary, Oregon, and monsters living alongside

humans, she’s had plenty of practice.

But trying to handle something so normal, so average, so very ordinary as planning her own wedding to the man she loves? Delaney is totally out of her depth.

When a car falls out of the sky and lands on the beach, Delaney is more than happy to push guest lists and venue dates out of her mind. The car appears empty,

but someone has slipped into Ordinary with stolen weapons from the gods. Someone who has the ability to look like any god, monster, or human in town.

Someone who might set off a supernatural disaster even Delaney can’t handle.

Cutie Pies and Deadly Lies: Cozy Mystery (MURDER IN THE MIX Book 1)

Author: Addison Moore

A baker who sees the dead. One too many suitors. And a killer. Living in Honey Hollow can be murder.

Love your books with humor, sass and murder? You’ll devour the Murder in the Mix Series! HILARIOUS cozy mystery from New York Times

bestselling author Addison Moore.

My name is Lottie Lemon and I see dead people. Okay, so I rarely see dead people, mostly I see furry creatures of the dearly departed variety. And for

some reason those sweet, fluffy albeit paranormal cuties always seem to act as a not-so-great harbinger of deadly things to come for their previous owner. So

when I saw that sweet orange tabby twirling around my landlord’s ankles, I figured Merilee was in for trouble. Personally, I was hoping for a skinned knee—what I

got was a top spot in an open homicide investigation. Throw in a hot judge and an ornery detective that oozes testosterone and that pretty much sums up my life

right about now. Have I mentioned how cute that detective is?

Lottie Lemon has a bakery to tend to, a budding romance with perhaps one too many suitors and she has the supernatural ability to see the dead—which are

always harbingers for ominous things to come. Throw in a string of murders and her insatiable thirst for justice and you’ll have more chaos than you know what to

do with.

Living in the small town of Honey Hollow can be murder.

From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore— Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!"

Murder in Belgravia: a 1920s cozy historical mystery (A Ginger Gold Mystery Book 16)

Author: Lee Strauss

Murder's a piece of cake!

Wedding bells are ringing in Belgravia, and Ginger couldn’t be happier to attend the nuptials of Felicia Gold and Lord Davenport-Witt. If

only she could put her mind at ease about the things she knew about the groom’s past. 

When a death occurs at the wedding party, Ginger is placed in a frightfully difficult position. Betray her vow of secrecy to the crown, or let

a killer go free.

★★★★★

 

Researching for the Ginger Gold Mysteries has been so much fun. I hope you sense that as you read. Ginger Gold is smart, savvy, and delightful. The 

fashions, the dances, the CRIME. The character of Haley Higgins, a medical student at the London Medical School for Women allows me to further 

delve into another keen interest of mine: forensics. Never fear, the Ginger Gold Mysteries are COZY, so no scary, graphic on-stage violence. You'll 

find these books to be clean reads, with no swearing or sex. I hope you enjoy the Ginger Gold Mystery series! 

 

 

Hop aboard the 1920s! 

 

THE GINGER GOLD MYSTERY SERIES 

 

Murder on the SS Rosa (Book 1)



Murder at Hartigan House (Book 2) 

Murder at Bray Manor (Book 3) 

Murder at Feathers & Flair (Book 4) 

Murder at the Mortuary (Book 5) 

Murder at Kensington Gardens (Book 6) 

Murder at st. George’s Church (Book 7) 

The Wedding of Ginger & Basil (Book 7.5) 

Murder Aboard the Flying Scotsman (Book 8) 

Murder at the Boat Club (Book 9) 

Murder on Eaton Square (Book 10) 

Murder by Plum Pudding (Book 11) 

Murder on Fleet Street (Book 12) 

Murder at Brighton Beach (Book 13) 

Murder at Hyde Park (Book 14) 

Murder at Royal Albert Hall (Book 15) 

Murder in Belgravia (Book 16)

~more on the way!

A brand new 1950s series!

THE ROSA REED MYSTERY SERIES

Murder at High Tide (Book 1)

Murder on the Boardwalk (Book 2)

Murder at the Bomb Shelter (Book 3)

Murder on Location (Book 4)

Murder and Rock 'n Roll (Book 5)

Murder at the Races (Book 6)

Murder at the Dude Ranch (Book 7)

Don't miss LADY GOLD INVESTIGATES, the short story companion series!

Pranks and Perplexities in Las Vegas: A Humorous Tiffany Black Mystery (Tiffany Black Mysteries Book 26)

Author: A.R. Winters

A Cupcakes-and-Crime Caper

When cupcake-loving croupier Tiffany Black investigates the death of a local prankster, she's pleased when she seems to have solved it straight

away...

"Winters will have you giggling into your book!"

One suspect "confesses" to the crime immediately.

And then another suspect “confesses” to being the real killer.

And then another suspect confesses.

And another... and another.

Soon Tiffany and Ian find themselves back to square one, unsure of who the real killer is, and why all their suspects are intent on confessing their “guilt”.

Meanwhile, Ian joins a secret society, and Stone asks Tiffany to investigate a new acquaintance...

Praise for A.R. Winters:



"Fans of Stephanie Plum, meet Tiffany Black, A.R. Winters's new heroine." - Rea, Amazon.com

"You fall in love with Tiffany Black from the start, and the mystery starts immediately" - Melissa Greenberg, Amazon.com Top 1000 Reviewer

"The perfect balance of being lighthearted, but still a serious page-turning mystery." - Jaycie D, Amazon.com

Pranks and Perplexities in Las Vegas is the twenty-sixth book in The Tiffany Black in Las Vegas Mystery Series. Though it can be read as a standalone, it's best

read in series order.

This is a lighthearted cozy mystery featuring a strong female protagonist, some unusual friends and family, and a mystery that needs solving! It has no graphic

gore, bad language or sex.

THE MISSING MASTERPIECE a cozy murder mystery full of twists

Author: JEANNE M. DAMS

AN ENCHANTING COZY MYSTERY FROM A BESTSELLING AUTHOR. 

 

***** “I adore the Dorothy Martin books. Great stories, well written, fun travel adventures . . . may there be many more!” Kaylo 

 

***** “Will leave you wanting more!” Amazon reader 

 

***** “I always clear my day so I can read these books in one sitting.” Cynthia 

 

“A spritely travelogue . . . Dorothy and Alan are a clever pair whose adventures always charm.” Kirkus 

 

Dark dealings are afoot within the ancient walls of Mont-Saint-Michel, France. 

 

One tourist is missing. 

Another strayed on to dangerous ground — quicksand — and barely escaped with her life. 

And the streets are abuzz with strange rumours. 

 

Everyone is saying there’s a priceless medieval manuscript to be found here. A rare prize for whoever lays hands on it first. 

 

Could everything that’s happening be traced back to this book? 

 

If anyone can piece it all together, it’s plucky Dorothy Martin. She is sojourning on the Mont and never could resist a mystery. 

 

But is her snooping about to lead her into mortal danger? 

 

Perfect for fans of Stella Cameron, Faith Martin, Agatha Christie, Frances Evesham, Betty Rowlands, or M.C. Beaton. 

 

READERS LOVE THE DOROTHY MARTIN MYSTERIES: 

 

“Hugely entertaining, gentle mystery with a likeable protagonist.” Intheamazone 

 

“Dorothy is a dear.” New York Times 

 

“If you’re a classic mystery lover, you’re sure to enjoy the books of Jeanne M. Dams. Her characters, settings and stories have a depth not often seen in this 

sub-genre.” Mystery News 

 

“Kept me guessing right to the end.” Stack Reviews 

 

“A cozy as comforting as a hot cup of tea and as deliciously spicy as one of Dorothy’s mince pies.” Publishers Weekly 

 

THE DETECTIVE 

Dorothy Martin, sixtyish widow from Indiana and retired schoolteacher, moves to England shortly after her husband dies. A move they had planned to make 

together. Like the author, she has a taste for fabulous hats. 

 

DOROTHY MARTIN MYSTERY SERIES 

Book 1: THE BODY IN THE TRANSEPT 

Book 2: TROUBLE IN THE TOWN HALL 

Book 3: HOLY TERROR IN THE HEBRIDES 

Book 4: MALICE IN MINIATURE 

Book 5: THE VICTIM IN VICTORIA STATION 

Book 6: KILLING CASSIDY 

Book 7: TO PERISH IN PENZANCE



Book 8: SINS OUT OF SCHOOL 

Book 9: WINTER OF DISCONTENT 

Book 10: A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT 

Book 11: THE EVIL THAT MEN DO 

Book 12: THE CORPSE OF ST JAMES’S 

Book 13: MURDER AT THE CASTLE 

Book 14: SHADOWS OF DEATH 

Book 15: DAY OF VENGEANCE 

Book 16: THE GENTLE ART OF MURDER 

Book 17: BLOOD WILL TELL 

Book 18: SMILE AND BE A VILLAIN 

Book 19: THE MISSING MASTERPIECE 

 

More books coming soon!

Catastrophe in the Library (The Secret Library Cozy Mysteries Book 3)

Author: CeeCee James

A mysterious mansion, a suspicious death, and a cat too smart for its own good…

Laura Lee and her secret book club, led by Hank the marmalade cat, find themselves in the heart of their deepest mystery yet! Laura Lee's efforts to bring the

beautiful but decrepit old manor back to life uncover even more secrets that the ancient house has been keeping from her.

Hank, hiding from the workmen, gets himself stuck under a broken board. Rescuing him, Laura Lee finds not only a small root cellar, but a nearly intact skeleton

holding a sheaf of papers. How long has it been there? Who was it? And why were those papers so important?

It's not just a lesson in history; someone who's very much alive is trying to stop them from discovering the secret . It will take the entire book club's help to

discover the truth as every clue they find takes them in a different direction and puts them in unknown danger.

A Bittersweet Surprise (A Starlight Cove Novel)

Author: Cynthia Ellingsen

A mysterious, heartwarming tale of small-town intrigue, family secrets, and the possibility of new love from the Amazon Charts bestselling author of

The Lighthouse Keeper.

Emma Laurent has always preferred helping others to asking for help. But now, she’s the one in need. Her stepmother is selling her late father’s candy shop, her

grandmother’s assisted-living facility has become a financial burden, and the anniversary of her fiancé’s death is quickly approaching.

Rather than face her problems, Emma does what she does best—finds someone else to help by offering a mother and son with nowhere to go somewhere to

stay. So when a couple visiting Starlight Cove suddenly offers to pay $20,000 for the old painting that has hung on the candy shop’s wall since Emma was a child,

it seems like fate has stepped in to help Emma in return—but the more she thinks about it, the more suspicious the offer seems.

Determined to uncover why the couple is so interested in the painting, Emma begins to investigate, unknowingly wading into a sea of old family secrets. At the

same time, a new flirtation has her feeling guilty and confused. As Emma uncovers more about the past, can she find the courage she needs to save the candy

shop and give herself permission to open her heart to love again?

Headlines, Deadlines, and Lies (The Sunshine State: Cozy + Crime)

Author: Stephanie LaVigne

Family secrets. A handsome crime reporter. Can a single mom solve the case before her feel-good column gets killed? 

 

Piper Harrington's life is a blur. Between raising two kids alone and scrambling to keep up at work, she craves a chance to prove her own dreams are still valid. 

When she's given her lucky break to take over a feature column at the local paper where she works, she jumps at it...even though it requires telling one teensy, 

tiny lie. 

 

Digging deep into the world of genealogy, she's determined to find out about her best friend's long-lost father for the feel-good story. It can't be that hard to figure 

out! All she has to do is use a DNA Testing Kit and the Family Found genealogy website to put the pieces of her story together. But between a Type-A boss, a 

distracting new crime reporter, and racing between school drop-offs and pickups, she discovers that some secrets want to stay buried. 

 

Can Piper uncover the truth + deliver a show-stopping story by the deadline? 

Or will her career + life ambitions end up relegated to the backburner permanently? 



★★★★★ 

 

If you like quirky heroines, intriguing puzzles, and slow-burn romance, then you'll love this feel-good read! A story about friendship, family, and finding

your passion, Headlines, Deadlines & Lies is a genealogical mystery set in a sweet beach town along Florida's Gulf Coast. Kick back & relax with this upbeat

cozy in the Sunshine State: Cozy + Crime standalone amateur sleuth series!

Death's Requiem: A Yorkshire Murder Mystery (DCI Harry Grimm Crime Thrillers 6)

Author: David J. Gatward

Music can be murder.

When the body of internationally-renowned vocalist Gareth Jones is found hanging in the tower of a church, the walls daubed in occult symbols, the world of

classical music, and the local dales community in which he grew up, is shaken to its core.

With the worst winter in years sweeping through Wensleydale, the spectre of a friend’s death haunting one of his team, and a killer driven by forces darker than

he could ever imagine, Grimm and his team are up against the creator of not just a masterpiece, but a symphony of pain.

And it’s up to Harry to make sure that when the curtain comes down, there’s no chance of an encore…

Death's Requiem is the sixth book in the DCI Harry Grimm crime thriller series, set in the Yorkshire Dales, and perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J.R. Ellis,

Margaret Mayhew, Jeanne M. Dams, J. M. Dalgliesh, Roger Silverwood, J. D. Kirk, Adam Croft, Alex Smith, and Simon McCleave

Double Wide: A Davis Way Crime Caper Book 10

Author: Gretchen Archer

POP QUIZ

True or False: Bellissimo Resort and Casino Super Spy Davis Way Cole, her partner, Fantasy Erb, and a trivia queen named Mango Matisse are kidnapped.

The answer is true. Stuffed in the storage compartment of a motorhome, the women are abducted from a golf course and abandoned on a ravaged barrier island

somewhere in the Gulf.

Fill in the blank: Did the kidnapper get it wrong? Did he kidnap Davis thinking she was__________?

The correct answer is Bianca Sanders, wife of Bellissimo Casino owner Richard Sanders.

Yes or No: Everyone in Biloxi, Mississippi is searching for them.

The answer is yes. And no. When the story goes viral, not only is everyone in Biloxi trying to find them, everyone in the Deep South and beyond goes on the

lookout for the missing women.

Multiple Choice: To escape the island and find their way home, Davis, Fantasy, and Mango must:

A. Survive on mac and cheese

B. Scale a dead shark

C. Build a rescue bonfire

D. Discover the island's secrets

E. All of the above

The answer is E. All of the above.

Bonus Question: When help finally arrives, will Davis learn he’s no help at all?

The answer is in DOUBLE WIDE.

True to Me (A By the Sea Novel Book 1)

Author: Kay Bratt

From the bestselling author of Wish Me Home comes a breathtaking novel about the secrets that families keep and one woman’s illuminating search

for the truth.



Quinn Maguire has a stable life, a fiancé, and what she thinks is a clear vision for her future. All of that comes undone by her mother’s deathbed confession—the

absentee father Quinn spent thirty years resenting is not her real father at all. With that one revealing whisper, Quinn embarks on a journey to Maui, her mother’s

childhood home, a storied paradise that holds the truth about her mother’s past and all its secrets Quinn is determined to uncover.

But settling on the island has its complications, and with the fiancé she left behind questioning every choice she makes, Quinn’s quest for her truth is even more

difficult than she expected. As time passes and she digs deeper into her family history and her own identity, one thing becomes clear: Maui is as beautiful as

she’d always imagined, and its magic is helping uncover the woman that Quinn was always meant to be.

Resort at Castaway Bay: Truth or Dare

Author: Kathi Daley

Sydney Whitmore, a forensic psychologist living in San Francisco, moves home to Shipwreck Island, and the resort owned and operated by her family, after

tragedy strikes leaving her struggling for a way to make sense of things. After finding out about the assault of an old friend, which has left him comatose, she

renews her relationship with Ezra Reinhold, a reclusive billionaire who enjoys poking around in cold cases and has the means to hire the best people to find the

answers no one else has been able to.

In book 1 in the series a group of ten high school students go camping but only eight return. The statements those who've made their way back have told to

Sheriff Sam Stone are so different as to be completely useless. Syd has experience getting the truth out of people so she agrees to help Sam weed though the

witness statements to find the truth both are certain exists beneath the lies. Meanwhile Syd's middle sister Emily has started a new lifestyle blog, her youngest

sister Rory is fostering kittens, and Syd renews her relationship with Kelly Green, an FBI analyst she first met while working for the FBI on the East Coast.

Bonus Material: Text and photos for Emily by the Sea and Emily’s Kitchen contributed by Christy Turner

Mitzy Moon Mysteries Books 1-3: Paranormal Cozy Mystery (Mitzy Moon Mysteries Box Set Book 1)

Author: Trixie Silvertale

Find out why readers are so addicted to this series…

Mitzy Moon is a barista in a latte trouble!

No sooner does she set foot in the quirky village of Pin Cherry Harbor to claim her inheritance, than the handsome sheriff catches her standing over a corpse.

Desperate to prove her innocence, she’s forced to accept help from her granny’s entitled cat and a spirit from beyond the grave.

Three full-length novels of sleuthing fun!

The Mitzy Moon Mysteries : Books 1-3 includes the first three books in the hilarious paranormal cozy mystery series, PLUS a never-before-released map of Pin

Cherry. If you like snarky heroines, supernatural misfits, and a dash of romance, then you'll love Trixie Silvertale’s twisty whodunits.

Buy this Mitzy Moon Mysteries Box Set to serve up the guilty today!

What Amazon readers are saying:

★★★★★ 'Fun, witty, entertaining cozy mystery.’

★★★★★ 'A ghost grandma, a real wild cat, and a girl named after a cheese… What's not to love?’

★★★★★ 'Extremely well-written paranormal cozy!’

★★★★★ 'A perfect book, one that has me craving more…’

★★★★★ 'Best cozy mystery I've read in a long time…won't disappoint!’

Book 1 – Fries and Alibis: Paranormal Cozy Mystery



A gift that’s too good to be true. A murder she didn’t commit. A barista in a latte trouble…

Book 2 – Tattoos and Clues: Paranormal Cozy Mystery

A beachside stroll. A deadly discovery. Will this psychic sleuth swim or sink?

Book 3 – Wings and Broken Things: Paranormal Cozy Mystery

A crime with no eyewitness. A determined psychic sleuth. Will her search for clues take her where angels fear to tread?

The Star and the Shamrock

Author: Jean Grainger

Ariella Bannon has no choice: she must put her precious children, Liesl and Erich, on that train or allow them to become prey for the Nazis.

Berlin 1939.

When her husband doesn’t come home one day, Ariella realises that the only way she can ensure her Jewish children’s safety is to avail of the Kindertransport,

but can she bear to let them go?

A thousand miles away, Elizabeth Klein has closed herself off from the world. Losing her husband on the last day of the Great War, and her child months later,

she cannot, will not, love again. It hurts too much.

But she is all Liesl and Erich Bannon have.

Thrown together in the wild countryside of Northern Ireland, Elizabeth and the Bannon children discover that life in the country is anything but tranquil. Danger

and intrigue lurk everywhere, and some people are not what they seem.

From the streets of wartime Berlin, to the bombed out city of Liverpool, and finally resting in the lush valleys of the Ards Penisula, The Star and The Shamrock

from USA Today bestselling author Jean Grainger, is unputdownable.

Outdoors, Oars, & Oaths: A Camper & Criminals Cozy Mystery Book 18 (A Camper & Criminals Cozy

Mystery Series)

Author: Tonya Kappes

SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY WITH A SMIDGEN OF HOMICIDE

"She talks so much, she should have two sets of teeth."

I haven’t seen Stanley Shelton since the flamingo keychain with the campervan key dangled from his fingertips as he ripped the Maserati keys out of my grip after

my ex-now-dead husband left me broke and penniless, until now.

Stanley claims the Diamond Swamp Mob is after him and he needs my help. Something about my past, but I didn’t take him too seriously until someone was

murdered in Stanley’s rented room at the Milkery. The person just so happened to have a tattoo I’ve seen before.



One problem, the tattoo is a brand from a mob in New York City.

Sheriff Hank Sharp has hauled Stanley down to the Normal sheriff’s department for the murder, leaving it up to me and the Laundry Club Ladies to clear Stanley’s

name. Looks like I’m driving my campervan back to New York City and make it a girls trip.

I sure hope I can get to the mob boss before he sends anyone else to Happy Trails Campground to finish the job and get revenge on who actually killed the

mobster.

Welcome to Normal, Kentucky, where nothing is normal!

USA TODAY Bestselling Author Tonya Kappes is leading the camping craze with her southern cozy mystery series, A Camper & Criminals Cozy Mystery. Be

sure you join Tonya's newsletter for all of her adventures on and off the page while she writes and travels in her own camper, her readers have lovingly named

Tonya's Shamper (she camper). Don't miss out on her very informative CAMPING CHIT CHAT blog where she gives you tips, tricks, hacks and delicious campfire

recipes: https://www.tonyakappes.com/

Little Black Book (Bibliophile Mystery 15)

Author: Kate Carlisle

San Francisco book-restoration expert Brooklyn Wainwright is on the case when a rare edition of Rebecca leads to murder in this latest installment of

the New York Times bestselling Bibliophile Mystery series.

Brooklyn and her hunky husband, security expert Derek Stone, have just returned from a delightful trip to Dharma, where the construction of their new home away

from home is well underway, when a little black book arrives in the mail from Scotland. The book is a rare British first edition of Rebecca, and there’s no return

address on the package. The day after the book arrives, Claire Quinn shows up at Brooklyn and Derek’s home. Brooklyn met Claire when the two women worked

as expert appraisers on the television show This Old Attic. Brooklyn appraised books on the show and Claire’s expertise was in antique British weaponry, but they

bonded over their shared love of gothic novels.

Claire reveals that during a recent trip to Scotland she discovered her beloved aunt was missing and her home had been ransacked. Among her aunt’s

belongings, Claire found the receipt for the package that wound up with Brooklyn and Derek. Claire believes both her own life and her aunt’s are in danger and

worries that her past may be coming back to haunt her.

But just as Brooklyn and Derek begin to investigate, a man who Claire thinks was following her is found murdered, stabbed with a priceless jeweled dagger. With

a death on their doorstep, Brooklyn and Derek page through the little black book, where they discover clues that will take them to the shadows of a medieval

Scottish castle on the shores of Loch Ness. Under the watchful gaze of a mysterious laird and the irascible villagers who are suspicious of the strangers in their

midst, Brooklyn and Derek must decode the secrets in Rebecca to keep their friend’s past from destroying their future....

The Thursday Murder Club: A Novel (A Thursday Murder Club Mystery Book 1)

Author: Richard Osman

“Witty, endearing and greatly entertaining.” —Wall Street Journal

“Don’t trust anyone, including the four septuagenarian sleuths in Osman’s own laugh-out-loud whodunit.” —Parade

Four septuagenarians with a few tricks up their sleeves

A female cop with her first big case

A brutal murder

Welcome to...

THE THURSDAY MURDER CLUB

In a peaceful retirement village, four unlikely friends meet weekly in the Jigsaw Room to discuss unsolved crimes; together they call themselves the Thursday

Murder Club.

When a local developer is found dead with a mysterious photograph left next to the body, the Thursday Murder Club suddenly find themselves in the middle of

their first live case.

As the bodies begin to pile up, can our unorthodox but brilliant gang catch the killer, before it's too late?

Murder at the Fair: An utterly gripping historical murder mystery (A Lady Eleanor Swift Mystery Book 6)

Author: Verity Bright



Summer flowers, warm sunshine, a maypole dance and… is that another murder? A tricky case is afoot for Lady Swift!

Summer, 1921. Lady Eleanor Swift, the best amateur sleuth in the country, is delighted to be in charge of the prize-giving at her village summer fair. But the

traditional homemade raft race takes a tragic turn when the local undertaker, Solemn Jon, turns up dead amongst the ducks. Jon was the life of any party and

loved by the entire village. Surely this was simply an awful accident?

But when a spiteful obituary is printed in the local paper, Eleanor realises there may be more to Jon’s death than first thought. Despite handsome Detective

Seldon giving her strict instructions not to interfere, Eleanor owes it to Jon’s good name to root out the truth. So with her partner in crime, Gladstone the bulldog,

Eleanor starts digging for clues…

When another local dies in a riding accident, the police refuse to believe he was murdered. But a second vindictive death notice convinces Eleanor of foul play.

Solemn Jon’s assistant, a bullish banker and a majestic marquess make her suspect list, but it isn’t until she finds a dusty old photograph that she knows the true

culprit behind both crimes. Then another obituary appears – her own! Can Eleanor nail the killer before she too turns up dead among the ducks?

An utterly compelling and charming cozy mystery! Pure delight for fans of Agatha Christie, T.E. Kinsey and Lee Strauss.

Readers are loving Murder at the Fair!

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘Charming, compulsive and engrossing cosy mystery… Afforded me some much-needed escapism… Comfort reading at its finest… A

whimsical, fun and thoroughly entertaining read. Highly recommended.’ Avid Readers Retreat

‘I have loved every one of Lady Eleanor Swift’s stories and, this latest instalment was just as captivating… I found myself laughing out loud… I cannot

recommend it more, you will truly be in for a delightful and compelling cozy mystery read.’ Chic Ideology

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘A rollercoaster of twists, turns, red herrings and possible culprits… I wasn’t able to guess the culprit … I had a lot of fun… It’s a page-turner.

Highly recommended.’ Scrapping & Playing

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘I’m loving the series… I love the humour in the books… had me laughing out loud. I hope there are plenty more.’ Goodreads reviewer

*■*■*■*■*■ ‘A wonderful cozy mystery… Funny and charming.’ Goodreads reviewer

‘Clever, cute and enjoyable fun.’ Goodreads reviewer

The Whitby Murders (A Yorkshire Murder Mystery Book 6)

Author: J. R. Ellis

A murder with three witnesses. But one of them doesn’t believe what she saw…

Halloween, Whitby. DCI Jim Oldroyd’s daughter Louise is in town with friends for a goth festival. But their visit to an escape room ends in bloody murder when

one of the group stabs his girlfriend and flees the scene. It’s a crime with three witnesses—but Louise refuses to take what she saw at face value.

Oldroyd and DS Carter are called in to solve the case, assisted from the sidelines by Louise. But the closer they investigate, the more complex the web of deceit

appears. This is no straightforward crime of passion.

With a violent murderer on the loose, it’s only a matter of time before they strike again. And this time it’s personal. Oldroyd must expose the truth, protect his

daughter and stop the horror before it’s too late.

THE BODY IN THE TRANSEPT a cozy murder mystery full of twists (Dorothy Martin Mystery Book 1)

Author: JEANNE M. DAMS

“Fans of the English cozy will put the kettle on, snuggle under a lap rug, and sigh contentedly.” Kirkus Reviews 

 

AN ENCHANTING COZY MURDER MYSTERY FROM A BESTSELLING AUTHOR 

 

Winner of the Agatha Award for Best First Novel. 

 

It's Christmas Eve in the small town of Sherebury. Dorothy Martin, a recently widowed American, is having her first Christmas in England. 

 

But as she leaves the cathedral's midnight mass, she literally stumbles over a dead body — and it’s one of the priests, Canon Billings. 

 

He wasn’t very popular and the list of suspects includes most of the town. But Dorothy doesn’t give up easily when it comes to finding out the truth. 

 

Of course, she does get to meet Chief Constable Alan Nesbitt, and a good mystery on a chilly English night does have some appeal. 



WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT DOROTHY MARTIN 

 

“Dorothy is a dear.” New York Times Book Review 

 

“If you're a classic mystery lover, you're sure to enjoy the books of Jeanne M. Dams. Her characters, settings and stories have a depth not often seen in this

sub-genre.” Mystery News 

 

“A cozy as comforting as a hot cup of tea and as deliciously spicy as one of Dorothy's mince pies.” Publishers Weekly 

 

THE DETECTIVE 

Dorothy Martin, sixtyish widow from Indiana and retired schoolteacher, moves to England shortly after her husband dies. A move they had planned to make

together. Like the author, she has a taste for fabulous hats. 

 

SETTING 

The fictitious cathedral city of Sherebury, located somewhere in the southeast of England. A small and beautiful town, it is a mix of many real cities and towns in

the England so loved by the author. She guarantees that no American fast-food chains will ever crop up on the High Street of Sherebury, where pubs, tea shops,

and Indian restaurants thrive. 

 

DISCOVER YOUR NEXT FAVOURITE MURDER MYSTERY SERIES 

 

DOROTHY MARTIN MYSTERY SERIES 

Book 1: THE BODY IN THE TRANSEPT 

Book 2: TROUBLE IN THE TOWN HALL 

Book 3: HOLY TERROR IN THE HEBRIDES 

Book 4: MALICE IN MINIATURE 

Book 5: THE VICTIM IN VICTORIA STATION 

Book 6: KILLING CASSIDY 

Book 7: TO PERISH IN PENZANCE 

Book 8: SINS OUT OF SCHOOL 

Book 9: WINTER OF DISCONTENT 

Book 10: A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT 

Book 11: THE EVIL THAT MEN DO 

Book 12: THE CORPSE OF ST JAMES’S 

Book 13: MURDER AT THE CASTLE 

Book 14: SHADOWS OF DEATH 

Book 15: DAY OF VENGEANCE 

Book 16: THE GENTLE ART OF MURDER 

Book 17: BLOOD WILL TELL

Southern Mystics (Sweet Tea Witch Mysteries Book 20)

Author: Amy Boyles

Pepper Reign is slowly adjusting to life as a new mom. Between waking up at all hours of the night and having her breast milk stolen by her mother-in-law (to feed

the baby, of course), Pepper barely has time to catch her breath.

Yep, motherhood definitely has its challenges.

To make matters worse, when the witch council sends a delegate to investigate the new werewolf colony in Magnolia Cove, said delegate winds up murdered.

This is bad. Very bad.

Because now, no one knows who the council will blame for their delegate’s death. The very fate of Magnolia Cove hangs in the balance.

Can Pepper catch a killer and keep the peace in her town? Or will the council seek their own revenge?

Find out now!

The Black Cat Murders: A Cotswolds Country House Murder (Heathcliff Lennox Book 2)

Author: Karen Baugh Menuhin

'Downton Abbey meets Agatha Christie with a touch of Wodehouse and a dog of distinction.'Book 2 in The Heathcliff Lennox seriesWho killed Sir Crispin 

Gibbons? A wedding invitation and news of mischief that could be murder, takes Lennox to the Earl of Bloxford's country pile. He soon finds himself in a world of 

purloined artworks, forgeries and a priceless Bloxford Beauty. But who are the Bloxford Beauties? And why are they the focal point around which swirls death? 

Lennox must confront life-long friends, unscrupulous artists and dealers to finally unravel a plot so complex that even his old adversary, Chief Inspector Swift of



Scotland Yard, is befuddled.Major Heathcliff Lennox, ex-WW1 war pilot, six feet 3 inches, unruly dark blond hair, age around 30 - named after the hero of

Wuthering Heights by his romantically minded mother - much to his great annoyance. amazon reviewsKindle CustomerSally Hutcheson 5 stars Excellent

Mystery Don't pick up unless you have time to read it all She does not give away "who done it" until the very end and it still makes sense. I love her characters

and hopes she finds time to write a lot more books.Kindle Customer 5 starsFast paced mysteryVery well written and fast paced. A very good page turner. Did

not see the end coming. Highly recommend this series. I read book three before this in error which led to a small bit of confusion but no real problem.Kindle

CustomerKathryn Loewenstein What fun this book was! Delightful story...kept me laughing at times and thoroughly entertained. Really if one wants an

entertaining mystery, this is it! Hope everyone will enjoy this book as much as I did!Cat100 5 starsTerrific cozy English house mystery!I absolutely loved this book!

It was really hard to put down. The characters were all so great. I can't get enough of the old fashioned English house party mystery.Kindle Customer 5 starsAn

Agatha or Dorothy Sayres style that I thought went out of fashion In these days Well done, satisfying, wanting the next one! I will heartedly recommend. Puzzle

without gore, depressive scenes, or bodily fluids. Well done!Vicki Oliver 5 starsWell done second mystery with Heathcliff Lennox Karen Baugh Menuhin's second

mystery with WWI veteran Heathcliff Lennox is perfect for fans of traditional detective mysteries. The waning life of post-war England is spot on--the loyal

servants, some of whom served as bat men in the war, the ambiance of old crumbling manor houses, the dialogue--all make the book a delightful read. Mr. Fogg,

Lennox's sweet dog, is joined by Mr. Tubbs, an orphaned cat. Inspector Swift re-appears, much to both men's dismay. Ms. Menuhin has a way of incorporating

touches of Downtown Abbey with war details along with humor. I read this book via Kindle Unlimited but have added it permanently to my library for re-reading

again (and again).

TRUST (Waverly Beach Mystery Series Book 1)

Author: Pamela M. Kelley

Three weeks before the wedding, your fiancé becomes a person of interest in a murder investigation. What would you do?

In TRUST, 36-year-old, high school teacher Lauren seems to have it all. She moved back to Waverly, a small seaside town, just north of Boston, MA several

years ago. She has a great career, and has finally found true love. Lauren's wedding is just a few weeks away, when one of her students goes missing and when

his body is found a few days later, she suddenly becomes a person of interest.

Her fiancé, David, is a former minor-league pitcher turned stockbroker, who is excited to settle down with Lauren. But when the missing student is found dead,

and the media turns its attention even more closely on Lauren, David is surprised to discover that Lauren hadn't told him everything about her past.

With the help of his 91-year-old grandfather, who is a retired town sheriff, and his best friend Jake, the current assistant sheriff, David sets out to find the truth.

Fatal Breach (A Sydney Rye Mystery, Book #14) (Sydney Rye Mysteries)

Author: Emily Kimelman

I am desperate for freedom, for peace, and for justice.

As I leave captivity and step into the bright sun-filled day, a wave of relief washes over me. I am not free yet, though. Walking between barbed wire topped walls

toward the exit gate, I breathe in fresh air, preparing for the next challenge. An enemy posing as a lover waits for me. 

I will evade him, though.

Robert Maxim meets me at the prison gate, his smile predatory and victorious. I blank my mind. If I think about my plan, Robert will see it on my face. He expects

me to do something—it's part of the fun for him.

Is this fun for me, too?

His hand cups my upper arm as he bends to brush a kiss against my cheek. Robert’s scent engulfs me: low notes of sandalwood and fine leather balanced by a

sharp tang of cold metal.

"You look lovely," Robert says.

I'm wearing lightweight black cargo pants, unbuttoned to make room for my growing pregnancy, and tucked into my boots which are laced tight at my

ankles—they keep spiders out when in the jungle. Under the parka that Special Agent Consuela Sanchez gave me when we flew back to the States all I have on

is a thin tank top. It's cold here in DC, not so much in Costa Rica.

Robert is wearing a camel hair overcoat a few shades yellower than the copper in his beard. The collar is pulled up and his cheeks are tinged pink from the cold.

A soft wind plays with his dark hair gone silver at the temples.

Behind Robert, a black SUV with tinted windows idles. Brock, his head of personal security opens the back door. Brock is big and broad with weathered skin the

color of brushed brass. His dark coat captures the sunlight, seeming to hide it somewhere it will never be found.

"Good to have you back, Ms. Rye," Brock says as I get into the back seat.

"Thanks, Brock. It's good to be back." Robert joins me. "Where are we going?" I ask. "To my apartment?"

Robert smiles. "Yes." 



When Robert faked his own death he really went the extra mile by leaving me most of his worldly possessions, including his apartment in Washington DC. Now

that he is forcing me to marry him to avoid prosecution—a husband can choose not to testify against his wife—he'll be getting his wealth back.

"I may need you to sign a prenup," I say. "You realize I'm a very wealthy woman."

Robert laughs as we merge onto the highway. "Your wish is my command."

"Yeah, right," I grumble, looking out the window. The industrial area we're leaving slides by in a smear of speed.

Robert captures my hand, pulling it into his lap. "Sydney," his voice is serious and I turn to look at him. "I recognize this isn't what you wanted."

I huff a laugh. "You're so observant Robert, was it the threat of giving birth in prison, or just the regular old forcing me to marry you?" I hold my chin with my free

hand, pretending to be really thinking. "I wonder if I'm being triggered by the fact that you're treating me like an object rather than a person."

"Sydney," his voice is lower now, a warning. I have to look away to keep the thoughts bubbling up in my mind hidden from him.

You will learn that I am not an object. Only a thinking, feeling, sentient being can ruin you the way I plan to.

P.S. The dog does not die.

**Beware: If you can’t handle a few f-bombs, you can’t handle this series.**

The Family Vault (Sarah Kelling & Max Bittersohn Mysteries Series Book 1)

Author: Charlotte MacLeod

An aging stripper’s fresh corpse turns up in an old family tomb at Boston Common in this “first-rate suspense whodunit” (The Cincinnati Post).

Like many old New England families, the Kellings live to die. Although their family vault is spacious and comfortable, it will not do for Sarah Kelling’s Great-Uncle

Frederick. In his will, he demands to be buried inside the ancient family tomb at Boston Common, which hasn’t admitted a new member in over a century. But

when the Kellings crack the old vault’s door, they find a recently built brick wall—and behind it lays a surprisingly fresh corpse, a skeleton with rubies in its teeth.

Her name was Ruby Redd, and many years ago she was the toast of Boston’s burlesque scene. Her murder case is ice cold, but when Sarah begins investigating

it, she finds that the fiery passions behind Ruby’s death still burn white hot. With the help of art-fraud investigator Max Bittersohn, Sarah will solve the mystery of

the stripper’s murder—or take her own place in the family vault.

Coconut Layer Cake Murder (A Hannah Swensen Mystery Book 25)

Author: Joanne Fluke

New York Times Bestseller

USA Today Bestseller

Publishers Weekly Bestseller

Bakery owner Hannah Swensen is leaving Lake Eden to help a friend in sunny California. But an unexpected phone call swiftly brings her back to a

cold Minnesota winter . . . and murder . . .

When Hannah learns that her sister Michelle’s boyfriend, Detective Lonnie Murphy, is the prime suspect in a murder case, she flies straight home from a Los

Angeles movie sound stage to frigid Minnesota. But proving Lonnie’s innocence will be harder than figuring out what went wrong with a recipe, especially

with Lonnie’s hazy memory of the night in question. Hannah doesn’t know what to believe. Before everything comes crashing down on Lonnie like a heaping slice

of coconut layer cake, it’ll be up to Hannah to rack up enough clues to toast a flaky killer . . .

Features Over a Dozen Cookie and Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar!

Bourbon Street Ghosts: A Harper Harlow and Ofelia Archer Mystery

Author: Lily Harper Hart

Harper Harlow-Monroe and Zander Pritchett have been excited for their upcoming ghost conference in New Orleans for years, since before they were involved 

with their significant others. What was once a trip for two has now become a trip for four … but that doesn’t make them any less excited. 

Ofelia Archer has just found out that her bar Krewe is about to be inundated with ghost hunters … and she’s beyond excited. She’s looking forward to a good 

week, which means more money to funnel into her next business venture. 

Two worlds collide when Harper and Ofelia meet in Jackson Square, a ghost catching their attention. Before they realize what’s happening, they’re embroiled in a



huge mystery … one that involves New Orleans’ colorful past and worry for the future. 

Harper and Ofelia have a lot in common and they bond quickly. That adds a colorful edge to their friendship. Add Zander to the mix and the Big Easy is in for big

trouble. 

Hang on because it’s going to be a bumpy ride. Between ghosts, Zander’s attitude, and Ofelia’s mother … it’s going to be a very strange trip. It could also be

deadly. 

 

Note: This is a crossover book between Harper Harlow and Ofelia Archer. It’s set after Ghostly Travels and Hex, Drugs & Rock and Roll.

Grimm Up North: A Yorkshire Murder Mystery (DCI Harry Grimm Crime Thrillers 1)

Author: David J. Gatward

Edinburgh has Rebus.

The Highlands have Logan.

Now Yorkshire has Grimm.

Welcome to Wensleydale, where the cheese is famous, the scenery beautiful, and the locals have murder on their minds …

Detective Chief Inspector Harry Grimm is forced to take leave from Bristol’s Major Investigations Team when his boss, tired of Harry chasing the ghost of his

murderous father, sends him north on secondment.

Used to city life and high stress, Harry fears his life will now be spent handing out speeding tickets, finding lost sheep, and directing tourists. But when a local

teenager runs away, Harry finds himself pulled into an investigation much worse than anyone could have ever expected.

The nicer the place, the darker the secrets. Wensleydale is beautiful, everyone is friendly and welcoming, and people just don’t get murdered ... do they?A classic

fish-out-of-water crime mystery set in the stunning and evocative scenery of Wensleydale in North Yorkshire.

Grimm up North is the terrific debut crime novel from award-winning author David J. Gatward. Perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J. D. Kirk, Simon

McCleave, Alex Smith, J. M. Dalgliesh, J. E. Mayhew, and J. R. Ellis.

Murder at the Spring Ball: A 1920s Mystery (Lord Edgington Investigates... Book 1)

Author: Benedict Brown

A little music, a little dancing, a little murder at the spring ball.

England, 1925. After years shut away from the world, former detective Lord Edgington of Cranley Hall plans a grand ball to celebrate his seventy-fifth birthday.

But when someone starts bumping off members of his scheming family, the old man enlists his teenage grandson to help find the killer, before one of them is

next.

The mismatched duo must pick the culprit from a gaggle of preening playboys, scatter-brained spinsters and irate inspectors in this Agatha-Christie-style

whodunnit that will have you racing to spot the killer.

With a cast of eccentric suspects (both upstairs and down) and an adorable golden retriever along for the ride, “Murder at the Spring Ball” is a warm-hearted

murder mystery full of intrigue, humour and adventure.

Cottage on Gooseberry Bay: A Geek Thing

Author: Kathi Daley

USA Today Bestselling author Kathi Daley brings you a heartwarming mystery series about finding answers and fostering hope while building friendships and 

embracing the magic of life by the sea and small town holidays. 

 

Ainsley Holloway had come to Gooseberry Bay to find answers about her past. She’d come to find an explanation for the dreams that haunted her after the death 

of the cop who’d both rescued and raised her. And she’d come to identify the family she couldn’t remember but knew in her heart she’d once belonged to. 

 

Ainsley hoped that by finding these answers, she’d also find healing. She hoped that once she’d resurrected the memories buried deep in her mind, she’d find 

peace. 

 

The Cottage at Gooseberry Bay is a series about, not only finding answers, but finding hope. 

 

It’s a series about family and friendship. 

 

It’s a series about shared holidays, festivals, and celebrations.



 

It’s a series about shared heartbreak and hardship. 

 

And it’s a series about the bond that can be forged amongst strangers when tragedy binds two or more individuals with a common goal. 

 

In book 7 in the series, Ainsley is approached by several representatives from The Secret Society of Teenage Losers who are hoping to hire her to find a missing

physicist who they believe has met with foul play. The missing scientist is brilliant yet eccentric so when the group approached the police about the missing

physicist they were assure that the man had simply forgotten about the symposium he'd signed up to participate in and had gone off on one of his research trips.

After an initial investigation Ainsley has reason to believe that either explanation could be true but she doesn't want to take the chance that the man could actually

be in trouble, so she agrees to help the teens track down the elderly scientist in exchange for their help with the annual haunted house for which she'd been

recruited to line up volunteers. 

 

Meanwhile, Parker, Josie, and Jemma, are all involved in the annual Halloween festivities, Ainsley continues to look for Avery, and Adam begins making plans for

changes in his own routine. 

Murder in the Crypt: A Redmond and Haze Mystery Book 1 (Redmond and Haze Mysteries)

Author: Irina Shapiro

When the body of a young man is found stuffed into the tomb of a medieval knight, Parish Constable Daniel Haze is tasked with investigating his first solo murder

case. Suspicion instantly falls on the only stranger to arrive in the village of Birch Hill just before the crime took place, but the American captain proves to be an

unexpected asset. A former soldier and a skilled surgeon, Jason Redmond is not only willing to assist Haze with the investigation but will risk his own safety to

apprehend the killer.

With no suspects, no motive, and few leads to follow, Redmond and Haze must solve the crime before one of them becomes the murderer’s next victim.

Murder in the Crypt is the exciting first installment of this Victorian murder mystery series set in a quaint British village. Perfect for fans of Anne Perry and C.S.

Harris.

Despised & Desired: The Marquess' Passionate Wife (Love's Second Chance Series: Tales of Damsels &

Knights Book 1)

Author: Bree Wolf

“A heart-warming, sigh-worthy romance.” –Collette Cameron, USA Today bestselling author

In this regency romance by USA TODAY bestselling and HOLT Medallion winning author Bree Wolf, a broken war veteran and a reluctant spinster

come to see that sometimes the most painful scars are the ones we cannot see.

England 1806: SIR FREDERICK LANCASTER returns from the war with France a broken man, guilt-ridden over the loss of a friend who's been like a brother to

him all his life. Then tragedy strikes again, plunging Frederick into a darkness he fears he'll never escape, and forces on him a life he never wanted.

As the new Marquess of Elmridge, he is duty-bound to find a wife and father an heir. However, once that task is completed, he’ll finally be free to return to the

battlefield and end his miserable existence.

A sound plan if ever there was one.

At least, until his mother chooses spinster ELSBETH MUNFORD to be his bride.

After an accident almost took her life, Ellie's beauty is tainted by ugly scars, ensuring her a place on the shelf as far as society is concerned. Still, despite the

tragedy she's suffered, Ellie has remained a vivacious and caring young woman, who refuses to do one thing: give up…on herself or anyone else.

Least of all her new husband, a man she’s secretly loved for as long as she can remember.

Before Frederick knows what’s happening, he catches himself thinking of his new wife day and night. Her gentle kindness and unfaltering strength call to him, stir

his pulse and awaken a long forgotten yearning for love…and life.

But what about the last step of his plan? Will Ellie find herself a widow soon? Or will Frederick risk everything and open his heart to her?

If you like marriage of convenience stories with a touch of mystery, a dash of humour as well as deep, heartfelt emotions, then you’ll love this

installment of Bree Wolf’s emotionally charged Love’s Second Chance Series. Buy DESPISED AND DESIRED, grab a cup of tea, settle into your

favorite reading spot and start this swoon-worthy romance now!

Blood Sport: A Yorkshire Murder Mystery (DCI Harry Grimm Crime Thrillers 7)



Author: David J. Gatward

When the bloody remains of a missing gamekeeper’s dog are discovered on the moors, it soon becomes clear to DCI Harry Grimm and his team that this was no

wild animal attack.

Thrust into the violent, money-driven world of illegal dog fighting, and with the worst humanity has to offer seemingly always one step ahead, Harry’s need for

justice, and his own fragile self-control, will be tested to the limit.

Some people will do anything for money.

And one detective will do anything to stop them.

Blood Sport is the seventh book in the DCI Harry Grimm crime thriller series, set in the Yorkshire Dales, and perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J. D. Kirk, ,

Adam Croft, Simon McCleave, Alex Smith, J. M. Dalgliesh, J. E. Mayhew, and J. R. Ellis.

Wicked Clowns & Witchery (Familiar Kitten Mysteries Book 12)

Author: Sara Bourgeois

When an attack leaves Thorn bedridden, it couldn’t come at a worse possible time. His department is left in chaos, and his family doesn’t fare much better.

Deputy Jeremy tries to keep things together at the Sheriff’s Office. Still, the menacing clown sightings make things difficult for everyone.

To restore peace to the town she loves, Kinsley will have to juggle solving many crimes one spell at a time.

Flowers and Foul Play: A Magic Garden Mystery

Author: Amanda Flower

Reeling from the loss of her fiancé and flower shop, Fiona Knox is surprised to find that her newfound inheritance—her late grandfather’s magical

estate—comes with a murder mystery too

Florist Fiona Knox’s life isn’t smelling so sweet these days. Her fiance■ left her for their cake decorator. Then, her flower shop wilted after a chain florist opened

next door. So when her godfather, Ian MacCallister, leaves her a cottage in Scotland, Fiona jumps on the next plane to Edinburgh. Ian, after all, is the one who

taught her to love flowers. But when Ian’s elderly caretaker Hamish MacGregor shows her to the cottage upon her arrival, she finds the once resplendent grounds

of Duncreigan in a dreadful shambles—with a dead body in the garden.

Minutes into her arrival, Fiona is already being questioned by the handsome Chief Inspector Neil Craig and getting her passport seized. But it’s Craig’s fixation on

Uncle Ian’s loyal caretaker, Hamish, as a prime suspect, that really makes her worried. As Fiona strolls the town, she quickly realizes there are a whole bouquet

of suspects much more likely to have killed Alastair Croft, the dead lawyer who seems to have had more enemies than friends.

Now it’s up to Fiona to clear Hamish’s name before it’s too late in Flowers and Foul Play, USA Today bestselling author Amanda Flower’s spellbinding first Magic

Garden mystery.

Pork Pie Pandemonium: Albert Smith's Culinary Capers Recipe 1

Author: steve higgs

Baking. It can get a guy killed. 

 

‘When Steve Higgs writes, he hits it out of the park. I find myself laughing out loud and often.’ 

 

When a retired detective superintendent chooses to take a culinary tour of the British Isles, he hopes to find tasty treats and delicious bakes … 

 

… what he finds is a clue to a crime in the ingredients for his pork pie. 

 

His dog, Rex Harrison, an ex-police dog fired for having a bad attitude, cannot understand why the humans are struggling to solve the mystery. He can already 

smell the answer – it’s right before their noses. 

 

He’ll pitch in to help his human and the shop owner’s teenage daughter as the trio set out to save the shop from closure. Is the rival pork pie shop across the 

street to blame? Or is there something far more sinister going on? 

 

One thing is for sure, what started out as a bit of fun, is getting deadlier by the hour, and they’d better work out what the dog knows soon or it could be curtains for 

them all.



 

‘This series has it all; everything I want in a story and series ... humour, suspense, and colourful characters. It’s one of my top all-time favourite series.’ 

 

This series of books contain no cussing and graphic descriptions of violence or bedroom activities. 

Murder in the Grave: A Redmond and Haze Mystery Book 5 (Redmond and Haze Mysteries)

Author: Irina Shapiro

When the body of a newly appointed curate is found in a freshly dug grave, Inspector Haze and Lord Redmond are called to investigate. According to friends and

family, the unfortunate man was a veritable saint who’d wanted nothing more than to dedicate his life to God and good works, but the savagery of his murder and

the attempt to hide his corpse tell a different story.

Facing increasing pressure to solve the case of the “Cleaved Curate,” Daniel and Jason must delve deeper into the life of Sebastian Slade, only to discover that

even men of God have their secrets and that the reckoning can be biblical in its scope.

Perfect for fans of C.S. Harris and Anne Perry

Swan with the Wind (Bought-the-Farm Mystery Book 9)

Author: Ellen Riggs

Inside this gorgeous swan is an ugly duckling just waiting to get out.

Family. Can’t live with them, can’t let them be wrongly accused of murder. At least, that’s how it works for Ivy and the Galloway clan. Now her best friend, Jilly

Blackwood, is in a similar bind.

Jilly hasn’t seen her grandmother since feathers flew in a family feud years ago. That suited Jilly just fine because her true family—the one she found in Clover

Grove—is more than enough.

But when Gran calls from her retirement community asking for help, Jilly can’t say no. Someone has died under suspicious circumstances and neighbors are

blaming either the vicious swan that just moved in ... or Jilly’s grandmother. Gran may be quirky, but Jilly knows she’s not capable of murder.

It’s time for Ivy, Keats and Percy to join Jilly on the road trip of a lifetime. Will the crime-solving team make it back to Runaway Farm alive?

Join hobby farmer Ivy Galloway and her brilliant sheepdog, Keats, as they wrangle rescue animals and ruthless killers in this lighthearted cozy mystery series for

animal lovers. If you enjoy a little magic with your mysteries, Ellen Riggs is also the author of the Mystic Mutt Mystery series.

Caramel Pecan Roll Murder (A Hannah Swensen Mystery Book 25)

Author: Joanne Fluke

In this scrumptious cozy mystery from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Joanne Fluke, baker Hannah Swensen is tempted by a

high-profile tournament in Lake Eden that quickly turns deadly . . .

Embracing a sweet escape from her usual routine at The Cookie Jar, Hannah gets asked for her help in baking pastries at the local inn for a flashy fishing

competition with big prizes and even bigger names. But the fun stops when she spots a runway boat on the water and, on board, the lifeless body of the event’s

renowned celebrity spokesperson . . .

Famed TV show host Sonny Bowman wasn’t humble about his ability to reel in winning catches, and no one knew that better than his tragically overworked

sidekick, Joey. Did Joey finally take bloody revenge on his pompous boss—or was Sonny killed by a jealous contestant?

With goodies to bake and a mess of fresh challenges mixed into her personal life, it’s either sink or swim as Hannah joins forces with her sister, Andrea, to catch

a clever culprit before another unsuspecting victim goes belly up . . .  

Features Over a Dozen Cookie and Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar!

A Body at a Boarding School: A 1920s Mystery (Lord Edgington Investigates... Book 2)

Author: Benedict Brown



Something is rotten at the Oakton Academy for Distinguished Young Gentlemen.

With rumours of fighting, cheating, and all-night parties – and that’s just the teachers – the headmaster is losing control of the school.

When a body is discovered, bludgeoned to death with a monkey statue on the last day of term, renowned detective Lord Edgington and his bumbling

grandson Christopher are on hand to search for the killer. But with such a range of despicable suspects, – again, that’s just the teachers – plotting

prefects and maniacal students to choose from, will the discordant duo be up to the challenge?

The second book in the “Lord Edgington Investigates…” mystery series has all the intrigue, humour and twists of its bestselling predecessor,

“Murder at the Spring Ball”.

“A Body at a Boarding School” is a 1920s-style whodunnit in a wonderfully wicked setting with a cast of curious characters to enjoy. Get ready to

discover whether the great Lord Edgington can catch the killer and be home in time for afternoon tea.

MURDER AT THE CASTLE a cozy murder mystery full of twists (Dorothy Martin Mystery Book 13)

Author: JEANNE M. DAMS

AN ENCHANTING COZY MYSTERY FROM A BESTSELLING AUTHOR 

 

***** “I have found a new author to love.” Anam C. 

 

THE STAGE IS SET FOR MUSIC, MELODRAMA — AND MURDER 

 

The North Wales Music Festival is coming. And Dorothy Martin wouldn’t miss it for the world. 

 

She can’t resist the bill of heavenly music or the venue of Flint Castle, a beautiful ancient fortification in the Welsh countryside. 

 

Rehearsals are barely underway when tragedy strikes, and one of the singers falls to her death before Dorothy’s eyes. 

 

Her soaring solo turns to a terrified scream. 

 

Who pushed her? 

 

Amateur detective Dorothy won't stop till she's found the perpetrator. 

 

Perfect for fans of Stella Cameron, Faith Martin, Agatha Christie, Frances Evesham, Betty Rowlands, or M.C. Beaton. 

 

READERS LOVE THE DOROTHY MARTIN MYSTERIES 

 

“Anglophiles, music lovers and cozy readers will sing ‘alleluia’!” Publishers Weekly 

 

“Hugely entertaining, gentle mystery with a likeable protagonist.” Intheamazone 

 

“Dorothy is a dear.” New York Times Book Review 

 

“If you’re a classic mystery lover, you're sure to enjoy the books of Jeanne M. Dams. Her characters, settings and stories have a depth not often seen in this 

sub-genre.” Mystery News 

 

“A cozy as comforting as a hot cup of tea and as deliciously spicy as one of Dorothy's mince pies.” Publishers Weekly 

 

THE DETECTIVE 

Dorothy Martin, sixtyish widow from Indiana and retired schoolteacher, moves to England shortly after her husband dies. A move they had planned to make 

together. Like the author, she has a taste for fabulous hats. 

 

DOROTHY MARTIN MYSTERY SERIES 

Book 1: THE BODY IN THE TRANSEPT 

Book 2: TROUBLE IN THE TOWN HALL 

Book 3: HOLY TERROR IN THE HEBRIDES 

Book 4: MALICE IN MINIATURE 

Book 5: THE VICTIM IN VICTORIA STATION 

Book 6: KILLING CASSIDY 

Book 7: TO PERISH IN PENZANCE 

Book 8: SINS OUT OF SCHOOL 

Book 9: WINTER OF DISCONTENT 

Book 10: A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT 

Book 11: THE EVIL THAT MEN DO 

Book 12: THE CORPSE OF ST JAMES’S



Book 13: MURDER AT THE CASTLE 

Book 14: SHADOWS OF DEATH 

Book 15: DAY OF VENGEANCE 

Book 16: THE GENTLE ART OF MURDER 

Book 17: BLOOD WILL TELL

A Cursed Midlife: A Paranormal Women's Fiction (Witching After Forty Book 2)

Author: Lia Davis

Necromancer trainee, bookseller, novel writer Ava Harper is settling into her new life with friends and her houseguests. And she definitely isn’t thinking about a

certain hunky sheriff who pops in unannounced at every turn. And mostly ignoring her devilish new neighbor, a lingering Christmas present from herself.

She has bigger things to worry about. Like learning her newly woken powers. And convincing her house that she isn’t selling it so it will stop scaring off any

visitors. Plus, she’s teaching a ghoul to use a computer. Why shouldn’t he? He can’t talk, he might as well be able to use social media.

Her life gets more complicated when the local coven decides Ava has dodged them for long enough. She doesn’t have any interest in joining the coven. She’s

everything they turn their nose up at. A necromancer with a weird ability to heal people.

But they want her.

When other coven members fall victim to freak accidents, Ava is sure something dark is at play. And the more Ava learns about the so-called accidents the more

her past haunts her.

Once again, she puts her trust in her friends—and the deliciously mysterious man in charge of the local law enforcement—to get to the bottom of whoever is

targeting witches.

The Mission Inn-Possible Cozy Mysteries Box Set: Books 1-6

Author: Rosie A. Point

*Available to read FREE in Kindle Unlimited*

An entire set of cozy mystery books for you to enjoy!

What do spies, an inn, and a small town have in common? Murder...

Spy extraordinaire, Charlotte Mission, is hiding out in her grandmother's quaint little inn in Gossip, Texas. With a rogue spy ex-husband after her, she has to stay

under the radar for fear of losing everything she holds dear. Life in Gossip is meant to be peaceful, and Charlie's new job as a maid and assistant should be easy.

But things never go to plan in this cozy small town.

When a guest at the inn drops dead, it's up to Charlie to figure out whodunit before the local paper outs her position at the inn and compromises her cover. If only

the murders stopped there--with cases stacking up and her ex-husband drawing ever closer, Charlie and her retired spy grandmother, Gamma, have their work

cut out for them.

Join Charlie and Gamma as they solve six mysteries, herd cats in the kitten foster center at their inn, and try to save everything they hold dear in this clean, fun

cozy mystery series.

Books in this set include:

Vanilla Vendetta

Strawberry Sin

Cocoa Conviction

Mint Murder

Raspberry Revenge

Chocolate Chills

The Inspector Graham Mysteries: Books 1-4 (Inspector Graham Collection Book 1)

Author: Alison Golden

“These books certainly have the potential to become a PBS series with the likable character of Inspector Graham and his fellow officers.” ~Amazon 

reviewer



 

“Solid proof that a book can rely on good storytelling and good writing without needing blood or sex.” ~Amazon reviewer 

 

“The characters feel like old friends.” ~Amazon reviewer 

 

Have you met Inspector David Graham? 

 

Graham is a Detective Inspector with London’s Metropolitan police force. He’s a career police officer, an educated, reserved, thoughtful, some might say, complex

man. 

 

He has suffered tragedy in his life that serves to exaggerate his more introspective characteristics and, like many of us, has to look his demons in the eye from

time to time and make tough choices.

This box set contains the first four mysteries in this bestselling series:

The Case of the Screaming Beauty: Detective Inspector Graham is still reeling from a tragedy of his own when he is called in to investigate a murder at the

prestigious Lavender Bed and Breakfast. It has a rich, Tudor atmosphere, an enviously manicured lawn… And a deadly problem.

The Case of the Hidden Flame: Inspector David Graham is hoping for peace and quiet when he leaves city life behind for a quaint island village — but a

suspicious death soon derails his plans. Will eccentric characters, roiling sea undercurrents, and deceptive coincidences unravel to reveal the secrets of his latest

mystery?

The Case of the Fallen Hero: As he walks around the imposing Orgueil castle, Graham’s peaceful life comes to a shuddering halt when he finds a woman

kneeling beside the body of a stricken man. Does the castle hold clues to the puzzle?

The Case of the Broken Doll: A missing girl. A broken doll. Dark, deviant secrets. What Inspector finds as he investigates will rock the town, stirring memories

long buried and forgotten. There are painful truths to face. Can he uncover what happened? Could the missing schoolgirl still be alive?

What Amazon readers are saying:

“Character development was superb.”

“I literally could not put this book down.”

“Inspector Graham is right up there with some of the icons of British mysteries.”

“The scenery description, characterization, and fabulous portrayal of the hotel on the hill are all layered into a great English trifle.”

“These books certainly have the potential to become a PBS series with the likeable character of Inspector Graham and his fellow officers.”

“DI Graham is wonderful and his old school way of doing things, charming.”

“I know I have a winner of a book when I toss and turn at night worrying about how the characters are doing.”

"I really enjoyed the surprise twists at the end."

"Just finished it early this morning! What a great story!"

"Sweet, emotionally honest, with a lot of backbone in the characters and the writing."

“Please never end the series.”

Start The Inspector Graham Mysteries, a series you won't want to put down!

A Haunting Midlife: A Paranormal Women's Fiction (Witching After Forty Book 3)

Author: Lia Davis

Ava Harper may be a raiser of the dead and a not-so-famous author, but she isn't vampire hunter. Not even close.

With the decision made to stay in Shipton Harbor, Ava Harper returns to the home she shared with her deceased husband in Pennsylvania to put it on the market.

But saying goodbye to the memories of the home they raised their son in is a lot harder than it had sounded in her head. 

In the months she's been in Shipton, new neighbors moved in across the street from her Philly home. Now, Ava has nothing against vampires. But when people

in the neighborhood start turning up with bite marks and Uncle Wade goes missing, she can't help but to check into the newbies in the hood. 

One of the fanged ones isn't happy with Ava poking around and tries to scare her off the case. But he is no match for two necromancers, a tiger-ghoul, and a

sheriff/hunter. 

And now, as if dealing with how the sheriff makes her knees weak isn't bad enough, the house she is trying to sell is haunted. 

Just another day in Ava's life at this point.

A Very English Murder: An absolutely gripping cozy murder mystery (A Lady Eleanor Swift Mystery Book 1)



Author: Verity Bright

‘Oooh I loved this book… I wanted a book which would be absolutely soothing to read with a murder in it and this was it. The book was everything I

wanted in these troubling times. I loved it.’ Book Reviews by Shalini

Move over Miss Marple, there’s a new sleuth in town! Meet Eleanor Swift: distinguished adventurer, dog lover, dignified lady… daring detective?

England, 1920. Eleanor Swift has spent the last few years travelling the world: taking tea in China, tasting alligators in Peru, escaping bandits in Persia and she

has just arrived in England after a chaotic forty-five-day flight from South Africa. Chipstone is about the sleepiest town you could have the misfortune to meet. And

to add to these indignities – she’s now a Lady.

Lady Eleanor, as she would prefer not to be known, reluctantly returns to her uncle’s home, Henley Hall. Now Lord Henley is gone, she is the owner of the cold

and musty manor. What’s a girl to do? Well, befriend the household dog, Gladstone, for a start, and head straight out for a walk in the English countryside, even

though a storm is brewing…

But then, from the edge of a quarry, through the driving rain, Eleanor is shocked to see a man shot and killed in the distance. Before she can climb down to the

spot, the villain is gone and the body has vanished. With no victim and the local police convinced she’s stirring up trouble, Eleanor vows to solve this affair by

herself. And when her brakes are mysteriously cut, one thing seems sure: someone in this quiet country town has Lady Eleanor Swift in their murderous sights…

If you enjoy witty dialogue, glamorous intrigue and the very best of Golden Age mysteries, then you will adore Verity Bright’s unputdownable

whodunnit, perfect for fans of Agatha Christie, T.E. Kinsey and Downton Abbey!

Readers love A Very English Murder!

‘I fell in love immediately! Agatha Christie eat your heart out… I was instantly swept away in the drama of it all and fell in love with everything about the

book… Lady Swift is my new idol. I absolutely adored her… Plenty of twists, turns and deterrents to put the reader off the scent.’ Sarah in Readerland

*■*■*■*■*■

‘Wow, we have a feisty new heroine taking command in the historic cozy mystery genre! What a fun new character, she is… Totally digging this series so

far!’ Beauty Sleuth Book Diva *■*■*■*■*■

‘What a great cozy mystery! I am hooked! This is the best book, bar none that I have read this year… An extremely witty, fast-paced mystery… I love the

heroine, intrepid adventuress… I want to live at Henley Hall, I love Gladstone, the very funny bulldog, too cute! A most enjoyable read!’ Reviews by Carol in

Tallahassee *■*■*■*■*■

‘So engaging. I loved reading this book it was so easy to read and absolutely captivating. I cannot wait to read of the further adventures of Lady Eleanor

and her beloved bulldog Gladstone. Highly recommended.’ Goodreads Reviewer *■*■*■*■*■

‘I liked Eleanor a lot, she’s feisty and sweet… The ending had me a little teary, because she’s finally come home… The best part of the book was that it

made me feel cozy and warm. Looking forward to the next book! Highly recommended.’ Goodreads Reviewer *■*■*■*■*■

‘I LOVE British mysteries! I knew without a doubt Eleanor was going to take me on a fantastic journey and that she did!... Makes you feel like you are there

with her sleuthing through the quaint villages and countryside. I like a book that leaves me wanting more and this book definitely did that!’ Goodreads

Reviewer *■*■*■*■*■

‘So fun! I really enjoyed the adventurous Ellie… I was kept guessing until the very end.’ Goodreads Reviewer

Insects, Ivy, & Investigations: A Camper & Criminals Cozy Mystery Series Book 17

Author: Tonya Kappes

USA TODAY Bestselling Author Tonya Kappes is leading the camping craze with her southern cozy mystery series, A Camper & Criminals Cozy 

Mystery. Be sure you join Tonya's newsletter for all of her adventures on and off the page while she writes and travels in her own camper, her readers 

have lovingly named Tonya's Shamper (she camper). Don't miss out on her very informative CAMPING CHIT CHAT blog where she gives you tips, 

tricks, hacks and delicious campfire recipes: Tonyakappes.com 

 

 

"Romance, a lovable bunch of eccentrics, and a collection of recipes with murder most foul." 

--Kirkus 

 

"Scrumptious... Fans of culinary cozies will have fun." 

--Publishers Weekly 

 

"A sweet Southern mystery with a delightful plot and quirky characters who quickly make you feel at home."



--San Francisco Book Review 

 

Welcome to Normal, Kentucky where NOTHING is normal.

Alicia Becker shows up at the screen door of The Milkery beaten, bruised, and claims to be one of Mary Elizabeth Moberly's foster children.

Mae West's suspicion of why Alicia is there turns to an investigation after Alicia is found on a nearby hiking trail standing over the lifeless body of

Craig Sutton. Who is Craig Sutton?

Craig Sutton is Alicia Becker's con-ex-boyfriend.

Mae and the Laundry Club Ladies can't help but wonder if Craig's death was self-defense, though Alicia swears she didn't kill him. Or was Alicia set

up?

Grab your bug spray and camping equipment. Mae West and Laundry Club Ladies are 'bout to put their sleuthing skills back to the test.

Murder at Elm House: A totally unputdownable historical cozy mystery (A Miss Underhay Mystery Book 6)

Author: Helena Dixon

Kitty Underhay feels the touch… of death. 

 

1934. Accidental amateur sleuth Kitty Underhay is being escorted by ex-army captain Matthew Bryant on an errand of mercy, as she takes a basket of grapes to 

her nemesis Mrs Craven, who is recuperating from a recent operation. But their arrival at Elm House Nursing Home coincides with the mysterious death of Lady 

Wellings, a long-term resident. 

 

The woman was known to be ill, so when the police turn a disinterested ear to Mrs Craven’s suspicion that Lady Wellings was poisoned, Kitty decides to look 

into the case herself. And when another invalid, the gentle Mrs Pearson, collapses fatally in the breakfast room, it seems her suspicions are well-founded. For an 

institution promising health and rejuvenation, there seems to be a very low survival rate amongst the guests! 

 

When the nurse Eloise Hibbert hints at sinister goings on among the staff, Kitty arranges to meet her away from the home to uncover how deep the treachery lies. 

However, before she can make the rendezvous, Eloise meets an unfortunate end falling from the top of the building. Was she pushed by the hand of fate, or a 

cold-blooded killer? 

 

Meanwhile, Matt has been following an entirely different trail of evidence, and what he finds out chills him to the bone. When Kitty fails to return from her 

unsuccessful meeting, it is clear she has stumbled onto a plot far more devious than they could have imagined, and into a trap laid by an unscrupulous 

killer… 

 

An utterly sensational and addictive Golden Age murder mystery. Perfect for fans of Agatha Christie, T.E. Kinsey and Lee Strauss. 

 

Readers love the Miss Underhay mysteries: 

 

‘This was excellent and I read it in one sitting, a page-turner I couldn’t put down.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘Fast, fun and utterly unputdownable… perfect for fans of Agatha Christie.’ Robin Loves Reading 

 

‘What can I say? I loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘Oh how I love this series!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘Excellent cosy mystery! The story was gripping… I loved the character development with the little hint of romance and cannot wait for the next book.’ 

Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘I love this series… The murder mystery itself was engrossing… It kept me guessing right until the final scene, which is unusual for me.’ Roberta Reads, 5 

stars 

 

‘I felt right at home the moment I started reading… It was a joy.’ Goodreads reviewer 

 

‘This murder mystery is perfect… This story has it all. An absolute page-turner with characters to care about.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘One of my favourite cosy mystery series.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘A page-turner that will keep you guessing.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘Do yourself a favour, cozy up with a blanket, a cup of something warm and dig into this cozy mystery.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 



‘Great story with a perfect mixture of mystery, suspense, romance and family to make this a wonderful cozy mystery book.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘A wonderful book, I loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘Excellent read! I really enjoyed both Kitty and Matt and found that the combination of them working together was wonderful!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

‘Loved this book!… I can't wait for more adventures of Kitty in the near future!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 

 

The Miss Silver Mysteries Volume Eight: Out of the Past, The Silent Pool, Vanishing Point, and The Benevent

Treasure

Author: Patricia Wentworth

The British governess-turned-sleuth cracks the case in four puzzling mysteries from the “timelessly charming” series (Charlotte MacLeod).

Retired governess and teacher Maud Silver has a new profession: private detective. And though she may seem a kindly and demure pensioner, she can solve

crimes right alongside the best Scotland Yard has to offer in this charming series from “a first-rate storyteller” (The Daily Telegraph).

Out of the Past: Alan Field is a charming, handsome young man with a predilection for causing trouble and breaking hearts. But when he learns that an author is

writing a biography of his late father, it’s up to Alan to go through his father’s letters—where he finds a bundle of scandalous correspondence and forms a plan. It

begins as blackmail and ends with a dead body. And that’s where Miss Silver comes in.

The Silent Pool: Actress Adriana Ford is afraid—and with good reason. Someone is trying to kill her. So she goes to Miss Silver for help finding out who wants her

dead. It could be anyone: a stalker, an obsessed fan, even her own family. Then, a body is found at Adriana’s estate, and Miss Silver travels to the countryside

where she learns that Adriana may not have been telling her the whole truth—and that the truth may get her killed.

Vanishing Point: Jenny Maxwell is a bright, young disabled child who writes stories of fantasy. But they are only barely fictional. Trapped in her room for hours at

a time, Jenny hears all. She knows about the young woman who disappeared from town, and about the strange young man who works at the nearby military

research center. What sounds like harmless gossip could actually be a grave threat to national security—one which only Miss Silver is capable of unearthing.

Benevent Treasure: As a WWII orphan, Candida Sayle has never considered that she might have a family somewhere. Then she receives a letter from an

unheard-of aunt, inviting Candida to rejoin the Benevent family. The young woman ventures to the country, and the environment comforts Candida—as do the

attentions of her aunt’s handsome young secretary. But her vacation goes off the rails when death strikes the house, and the brilliant detective Maud Silver joins

the party to investigate the possible murder.

These charming traditional British mysteries featuring the unstoppable Miss Silver—whose stout figure, fondness for Tennyson, and passion for knitting disguise a

keen intellect and a knack for cracking even the toughest cases—are sure to delight readers of Agatha Christie, Ellis Peters, and Dorothy L. Sayers.

Double Date Disaster: A Cozy Christian Mystery and Suspense Novel (Garden Girls - The Golden Years

Mystery Series Book 1)

Author: Hope Callaghan

Eleanor becomes a suspect when her double date with Margaret turns disastrous. It will take all of the Garden Girls working together to solve this

one!

Garden Girls - The Golden Years is the brand new spin-off series of the Garden Girls Mystery series.

 

 

You’ll enjoy the same fun-loving characters as they solve mysteries in the cozy town of Belhaven. Each book will focus on one of the Garden Girls as 

they enter their “golden years.” 

 

Book 1 – Double Date Disaster is Margaret’s story. 

 

BONUS: Recipe Included! 

 

--------------------------------------------- 



The last few years have been a roller coaster of life changing events for “Garden Girl” Margaret Hansen - the death of her husband, the shocking discovery of

what led to his death, and a big move designed to give her a fresh start. 

 

Believing she may be depressed, her well-intentioned friends set her up on a blind date without her knowledge. After some persuading, she decides to go, but

only to “help her friend, Eleanor.” 

 

The date goes surprisingly well until disaster strikes after one of the men falls ill and is rushed to the hospital. They soon discover he’d been poisoned and

Eleanor is the chief suspect – having both motive and opportunity. 

 

The Garden Girls and friends jump in to investigate and discover more than one person with motive. Can they figure out who is behind the poisoning before their

friend is arrested and ends up spending her golden years in prison? 

 

Grab your copy today and find out what happens in the first Garden Girls - The Golden Years Adventure! 

The Asylum Aberration (A Charlie Rhodes Cozy Mystery Book 9)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

Charlie Rhodes has spent her entire life wondering who she is, why she was abandoned as a child, and what’s behind the magical powers she can wield in the

blink of an eye.

She’s finally getting her answers.

Now that she’s been reunited with her birth mother and brother, the search is on for her father. He’s supposed to be somewhere in Boston … but where? He’s

fallen out of touch and finding him is virtually impossible.

Thankfully for Charlie, the Legacy Foundation’s next assignment is in a suburb of the very city where she lives, which means there’s plenty of time to find her

father and solve the mystery of a haunted former hospital that’s apparently eating construction workers on a regular basis.

Heavenstone Asylum was considered the height of sophistication in psychiatric circles back in the day. In the years since the facility closed, the main doctor’s

legacy has been tarnished by horror stories of treatments gone wrong and disappearing patients.

The second Charlie walks into the building, she recognizes that the past is hardly buried within the walls. There are tortured souls at every turn, and it’s her job to

help them.

Heavenstone’s history makes for interesting reading but the harder Charlie digs, the more horrifying the story. Somehow she needs to uncover the truth … and

survive the ghosts long enough to free them.

It’s going to take everything she’s got to see things through until the end.

All Charlie wants are answers. She’s going to get them. Surviving long enough to do anything with them is another story.

It’s about to be the Legacy Foundation’s finest hour … or is it?

Spell the Beans (Enchanted Enclave Mysteries Book 6)

Author: Samantha Silver

Welcome to Enchanted Enclave, where coffee, chaos and cauldrons are a way of life.

When a body washes up on the shores of Enchanted Enclave and Ross is flying solo, Eliza figures she’ll do what any good girlfriend would do, and give him a

hand with the investigation.

Meanwhile, with the family finally given permanent status in the paranormal world, things are bound to change for Eliza and the others. Tensions rise as they all

have to work together to discover the true meaning of family.

Spell the Beans is the sixth book in this fun new witch cozy mystery series from Samantha Silver

Magic & Marriage (Starry Hollow Witches Book 15)

Author: Annabel Chase

Welcome to Starry Hollow where spells were made to be broken. 

 

 

When a television show called Natural Selection decides to film in Starry Hollow, the whole town is abuzz. The paranormal version of The Bachelor is the talk of 

the nation and the ideal vehicle to show off the town’s charm. Everyone is excited—except the chosen bachelor’s grandmother. The wily old woman doesn’t want 

him to marry any of those gold-digging floozies and hires Ember to join as a bachelorette and disrupt the competition. Ember’s uneasy about the job—and her 

unease only grows when one of the bachelorettes ends up dead. 

 

With a television show capturing every move, Sheriff Nash has his work cut out for him, but luckily he has Ember on the inside. 



Can Ember and the sheriff find the killer before another bachelorette is eliminated—permanently? 

 

Magic & Marriage is the 15th book in the Starry Hollow Witches humorous paranormal cozy mystery series. 

Restless Dead: A Yorkshire Murder Mystery (DCI Harry Grimm Crime Thrillers 5)

Author: David J. Gatward

Be careful what you wish for.

When no nonsense retired Army Colonel James Fletcher starts seeing his recently deceased wife around the house again, his friends and family are more than a

little worried.

But when James turns up dead, and the accident that killed him is found to be anything but, DCI Harry Grimm and his team must uncover the grisly truth before

anyone else falls prey.

In a house torn in two by ghosts and betrayal, Harry may soon find that death isn’t always the end. Sometimes, it’s only the beginning...

Restless Dead is the fifth book in the DCI Harry Grimm crime thriller series, set in the Yorkshire Dales, and perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J.R. Ellis,

Margaret Mayhew, Jeanne M. Dams, J. M. Dalgliesh, Roger Silverwood, J. D. Kirk, Adam Croft, and Simon McCleave

Whispering Pines Mysteries Box Set: Books 4-6: Whispering Pines Mysteries

Author: Shawn McGuire

Jayne O’Shea, the Wiccans, and all the quirky villagers are back in this second Whispering Pines omnibus edition. 

 

This digital box set contains books four, five, and six. 

 

Hidden Secrets 

Aside from a minor glitch or two, everything has gone to plan with the grand opening of Pine Time Bed-and-Breakfast. Then one of Jayne’s guests turns up dead 

on the side of the road. Now, with some of the locals pointing out that the rash of murders plaguing the village started when Jayne arrived, Jayne has to clear her 

own name while tracking down the real killer. 

 

Rival Secrets 

As the weather turns crisp, Jayne and the other villagers prepare for the last big tourist draw of the season: the autumn equinox festival and its ever-popular 

cooking competition. Events turn from friendly to fatal, however, when one of the contestants is found dead in the woods. As all eyes turn to one of the villagers 

as the killer, Jayne digs deep to clear the name of one of their own. 

 

Veiled Secrets 

The village is calm and quiet for the Samhain feast, until a boy goes missing during trick-or-treating. The parents say he does this sometimes, but with a storm 

bearing down on the village, Jayne isn’t content to dismiss this as a case of a curious kid off exploring the woods. 

 

What readers are saying: 

“I've read them all and just want to go back.” 

 

“I wish Whispering Pines was a real place” 

 

“If you enjoy honest, rather raw characters seeking direction, and the consequences of past mistakes, you'll enjoy this series as much as I have.” 

 

“My mind is still in Whispering Pines. I can clearly see the thatched roof houses, their wood and stucco exteriors. It reminds me of Shakespeare's house in 

London." 

 

“I really enjoy how the characters continue to evolve in this series and the new eccentrics fit right in!” 

 

“I totally fell in love with both the village and the story.” 

 

“I would gladly plan my next trip to Whispering Pines.” 

 

 

Whispering Pines Mystery Series 

Family Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery 

Kept Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 2 

Original Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 3 

Hidden Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 4



Rival Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 5 

Veiled Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 6 

Silent Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 7 

Merciful Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 8 

Justified Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 9 

Secret of Her Own, Book 9.5 (novella) 

Protected Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 10 

Burning Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 11 

Secret of the Season, Book 11.5 (novella) 

Blind Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 12 

 

 

Look for Shawn's Gemi Kittredge mystery series starting with One of Her Own 

 

Loch Down Abbey: Downton Abbey meets locked-room mystery in this playful, humorous novel set in 1930s

Scotland

Author: Beth Cowan-Erskine

'Perfect if you loved THE THURSDAY MURDER CLUB' - reader review

'An entertaining romp and a fascinating insight into the weird and wonderful ways of the British aristocracy' S.J. Bennett, author of The Windsor Knot

It's the 1930s and a mysterious illness is spreading over Scotland. But the noble and ancient family of Inverkillen, residents of Loch Down Abbey, are much more

concerned with dwindling toilet roll supplies and who will look after the children now that Nanny has regretfully (and most inconveniently) departed this life.

Then Lord Inverkillen, Earl and head of the family, is found dead in mysterious circumstances. The inspector declares it an accident but Mrs MacBain, the head

housekeeper, isn't so convinced. As no one is allowed in or out because of the illness, the residents of the house - both upstairs and downstairs - are the only

suspects. With the Earl's own family too busy doing what can only be described as nothing, she decides to do some digging - in between chores, of course - and

in doing so uncovers a whole host of long-hidden secrets, lies and betrayals that will alter the dynamics of the household for ever.

Perfect for fans of Downton Abbey, Agatha Christie and Richard Osman's The Thursday Murder Club, LOCH DOWN ABBEY is a playful, humorous

mystery that will keep you glued to the page!

READERS LOVE LOCH DOWN ABBEY!

'Beautifully written . . . this is a joyous read that will stay with me for a long time' - 5 STARS

'The ending took me completely by surprise but in the best way' - 5 STARS

'If you want to escape for a while, this is definitely a good book for that' - 5 STARS

Tthis very funny and unputdownable novel is a sure winner from start to finish! To be enjoyed without moderation.' - 5 STARS

'It's amazing what secrets are hidden . . . Excellent :)' - 5 STARS

Corpse Road: A Yorkshire Murder Mystery (DCI Harry Grimm Crime Thrillers 3)

Author: David J. Gatward

To catch the hunter, become the prey. 

 

When the body of a female backpacker is found on the Yorkshire moors, the killer seems obvious, the motive clear. 

 

If only. 

 

Because Grimm and his team are up against not just a murderer, but a predator, and when the key suspect disappears, it’s only a matter of time before another 

body is found. 

 

To catch one of the most dangerous killers he has ever faced, and to have any chance of staying alive himself, Grimm will need to not only draw on his skills as a 

detective, but as a soldier, and to trust his team with his life as he goes to war once more. 

 

But at least he won’t have to eat cheese and cake. 



Hopefully. 

 

Corpse Road is the third book in the DCI Harry Grimm crime thriller series, set in the Yorkshire Dales, and perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J. D. Kirk, ,

Adam Croft, Simon McCleave, Alex Smith, J. M. Dalgliesh, J. E. Mayhew, and J. R. Ellis.

A VOW OF COMPASSION an utterly gripping crime mystery (Sister Joan Murder Mystery Book 10)

Author: VERONICA BLACK

ONCE IS HAPPENSTANCE. TWICE IS COINCIDENCE. THREE TIMES IS WORTH INVESTIGATING.

When Mother Dorothy’s godmother dies of a heart attack and leaves all her money to the convent, Sister Joan is uneasy.

While on visiting duty at the hospital, she makes some tacit enquiries. Things don’t seem quite right.

The nursing staff are always away from their posts at crucial times.

The surly young doctor seems very out of sorts.

Then a little girl goes missing.

Sister Joan knows there’s something truly sinister going on. She teams up with Detective Sergeant Mill, but can they get to the bottom of things before tragedy

strikes?

MEET SISTER JOAN, A REBEL NUN WHO VOWS TO FIND OUT THE TRUTH.

PERFECT FOR FANS OF BLACK NARCISSUS, FAITH MARTIN, LIS HOWELL, JEANNE M. DAMS, MARGARET MAYHEW, DAPHNE DU MAURIER,

MARGARET FRAZER, ELLIS PETERS or CORA HARRISON.

What readers are saying about A Vow of Compassion:

***** “I love Veronica Black’s sleuth and am gradually sourcing all of her books containing Sister Joan.” Dragones

***** “Great book, great mystery series.” Independent

***** “A Vow of Compassion is another great addition to Veronica Black’s Sister Joan series of whodunits.” Shannon

“Black contemplates the similarities between policemen and nuns, and between religious and secular lives, leaving readers with the delightful notion that the

gap is much smaller than they might think.” Publisher’s Weekly

“The characters are believable and the life inside the convent makes for a different background to these well-plotted mysteries. If you like your crime and

mystery stories without too much on-the-page violence or bad language then try this series.” Damaskcat

THE DETECTIVE

Sister Joan is thirty-five and a natural rebel. Coming late to her vocation, she still remembers life outside the convent. But having left behind her lover to serve

God, she is now committed to her path. When her Mother Superior sends her to the Cornwall House, her loyalties are split — but she knows her ultimate duty is

to the truth.

SISTER JOAN MYSTERY SERIES

Book 1: A VOW OF SILENCE

Book 2: A VOW OF CHASTITY

Book 3: A VOW OF SANCTITY

Book 4: A VOW OF OBEDIENCE

Book 5: A VOW OF PENANCE

Book 6: A VOW OF DEVOTION

Book 7: A VOW OF FIDELITY

Book 8: A VOW OF POVERTY

Book 9: A VOW OF ADORATION

Book 10: A VOW OF COMPASSION

More coming soon. Join the Joffe Books mailing list to hear about them.

Mystery at the Chateau Madrigal: A Chef Dani Rosetti Cozy Mystery (Chef Dani Rosetti Cozy Mysteries Book

4)

Author: Dianne Harman



Being hired to cater a wedding in Provence where the who's who of France will be attending is a dream come true. Even better that it's being held at the Chateau

Madrigal, a winery just outside of Marseille.

Chef Dani assumes there will be plenty of time off to explore Michelin restaurants, where Van Gogh lived and painted, and Provence in all its beauty, with its

flamingos, black bulls, and miles of Camargue salt flats. To say nothing of imbibing in the award-winning wines the chateau produces.

Sounds ideal, right? Not quite. Not when Amalie, the bride-to-be, goes missing hours before the wedding. Kidnapped for ransom is ruled out, but who would want

to kidnap the bride-to-be? And why?

Perhaps the disgruntled maid of honor? Or the bride's jealous sister? Or even the man who wasn't chosen to be the new winemaker at Chateau Madrigal? Good

thing the caterer's sous-chef is a private investigator! And have you ever heard of a dog being a maid of honor?

Join Chef Dani Rosetti, her sous-chef, Arthur, and Killer, a huge Mastiff dog, as they search the wine caves beneath the chateau for Amalie. Caves that are dark

and frightening. But if the chateau's security force hasn't had any luck finding Amalie, how can they hope to find her in time for the wedding? The wedding the

French tabloids are calling "The Wedding of the Year".

This is the 4th book in the Chef Dani Rosetti Cozy Mystery Series by a USA Today Bestselling Author.

Shooting Season: A Yorkshire Murder Mystery (DCI Harry Grimm Crime Thrillers 4)

Author: David J Gatward

If fame goes to your head, don’t lose it.

When thriller writer Charlie Baker disappears after launching his latest novel, it looks to DCI Harry Grimm like the fame went to his head—and the booze, too.

Until Charlie turns up dead, a post-mortem reveals something more sinister than suicide, and Harry is faced with too many suspects and not enough answers.

With shocking secrets to expose, unthinkable pasts to uncover, and his own darkness to final put to rest, revealing the killer’s identity could well turn out to be the

most challenging case of Harry’s career.

Assuming that he still has one once’s he’s dealt with his own murderous father...

Shooting Season is the fourth book in the DCI Harry Grimm crime thriller series, set in the Yorkshire Dales, and perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J.R.

Ellis, Margaret Mayhew, Jeanne M. Dams, J. M. Dalgliesh, Roger Silverwood, J. D. Kirk, Adam Croft, and Simon McCleave

The Inn at Holiday Bay: Clue in the Clam

Author: Kathi Daley

A heartwarming cozy mystery series about losing everything, taking a chance, and starting again.

After suffering a personal tragedy Abby Sullivan buys a huge old seaside mansion she has never even seen, packs up her life in San Francisco, and moves to

Holiday Bay Maine, where she is adopted, quite against her will, by a huge Maine Coon Cat named Rufus, a drifter with her own tragic past named Georgia, and

a giant dog with an inferiority complex named Ramos. What Abby thought she needed was alone time to heal. What she ended up with was, an inn she never

knew she wanted, a cat she couldn't seem to convince to leave, and a new family she'd never be able to live without.

In book 15 in the series, it's time for the annual clam bake weekend which promises to bring not only new guests to know and love but a mystery to solve and an

important decision to make.

Death and a Dog (A Lacey Doyle Cozy Mystery—Book 2)

Author: Fiona Grace

"Very entertaining. I highly recommend this book to the permanent library of any reader that appreciates a very well written mystery, with some twists and an 

intelligent plot. You will not be disappointed. Excellent way to spend a cold weekend!" 

--Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (regarding Murder in the Manor) 

 

DEATH AND A DOG (A LACEY DOYLE COZY MYSTERY—BOOK 2) is book two in a charming new cozy mystery series by Fiona Grace. 

 

Lacey Doyle, 39 years old and freshly divorced, has made a drastic change: she has walked away from the fast life of New York City and settled down in the 

quaint English seaside town of Wilfordshire. 

 

Spring is in the air. With last month’s murder mystery behind her, a new best friend in her English shepherd, and a budding relationship with the chef across the



street, it seems like everything’s finally settling into place. Lacey is so excited for her first major auction, especially when a valuable, mystery artifact enters her

catalogue. 

 

All seems to go without a hitch, until two mysterious bidders arrive from out of town—and one of them winds up dead. 

 

With the small village plunged into chaos, and with the reputation of her business at stake, can Lacey and her trusty dog partner solve the crime and restore her

name? 

 

Books #3-#9 are also available!

The Apple Orchard Mysteries: All Ten Books

Author: Chelsea Thomas

Everyone adores Miss May...except the guilty.

In a small town, where neighbors know each other, lawn chairs come out in the spring, and if you sit around chatting long enough, someone brings you pie, there

are still skeletons in every closet. Luckily for Pine Grove, Miss May has a nose for crime.

The body was found face-down in the orchard.

Chelsea’s not sure crime-fighting is her strong suit. She’s up at her Aunt May’s farm recovering from heartbreak, after all, trying to forget the guy who left her at

the altar. But when cousin Maggie’s fiancé is murdered, Chelsea’s own botched wedding seems like less of a big deal.

Who would have killed him?

The handsome and charming Detective Wayne thinks it’s Maggie.

Miss May and Chelsea know he’s wrong, but they don’t have proof. There’s a killer on the loose in their little town and they’re determined to find the culprit.

You'll adore this big cozy mystery box set because everyone loves small-town mysteries with comedy, suspense and yummy food.

This big box set collection includes the first ten books in the Apple Orchard Cozy Mystery Series as listed below...

Book 1 - Apple Die

Book 2 - Cooking the Books

Book 3 - Candy Apple Killer

Book 4 - Berried Alive

Book 5 - Granny Smith is Dead

Book 6 - Candy Slain

Book 7 - Shot Through the Tart

Book 8 - Peaches and Scream

Book 9 - Dread and Butter

Book 10 - The Smoking Bun

Includes Bonus Cozy Mystery Cookbook!

Grab your box set now.

Lemon Murder Pie (A Sunny Side Up Cozy Mystery Book 5)

Author: Rosie A. Point

There’s nothing sweeter than revenge. Except for lemon murder pie…

Life has returned to normal in Parfait, Florida. Unfortunately, normal is a relative term for Sunny Charles, who’s hoping that everything will stay peaceful in the

Sunny Side Up Café. Her wishes aren’t answered. When Sunny’s aunt goes missing, she’s convinced that nefarious causes are to blame, ones related to

Sunny’s looming past and newly deceased ex-husband. To make matters worse, a friend of Sunny’s new beau is murdered—a case of poisoning by lemon

meringue pie. If Sunny doesn’t solve the case, she might wind up losing two people in one fell swoop. With strange figures watching her from under shadowy

eaves, and the certainty that all is ill in this cozy small town, Sunny’s got to solve two cases in one. That or risk losing everything she holds dear. Can she figure

out whodunit and free herself from her past? Find out in the final installment of the Sunny Side Up Cozy Mystery series—grab your copy today!

Best Served Cold: A Yorkshire Murder Mystery (DCI Harry Grimm Crime Thrillers 2)

Author: David J. Gatward



What started in the playground will finish in blood.

When a tragic farm accident turns out to be foul play, DCI Harry Grimm finds himself up against a murderer years in the making and out for revenge.

With the local community in self-imposed lock down, and the body count quickly climbing, Harry and his team are in a race against time to stop a killer as invisible

as they are brutally effective.

But with some threatening to take the law into their own hands, and the wounds of his own past once again starting to bleed, DCI Harry Grimm is about to take a

trip into Hell.

And beyond.

Grimm Up North is the second book in the DCI Harry Grimm crime thriller series, set in the Yorkshire Dales, and perfect for fans of L. J. Ross, J. D.

Kirk, , Adam Croft, Simon McCleave, Alex Smith, J. M. Dalgliesh, J. E. Mayhew, and J. R. Ellis.

Jewel of the Aisle: A humorous cozy mystery novella (Annabelle Archer Wedding Planner Mystery Book 18)

Author: Laura Durham

A luxurious, tropical hotel with a history of piracy and smuggling. A missing diamond ring. A vow renewal gone very wrong.

Wedding planner Annabelle Archer is off to the Bahamas to coordinate a wedding renewal ceremony and celebration for one of her best clients. Although it’s the

height of summer—and feels like nearly a hundred degrees on the tropical island--she’s glad for the break from her bustling business in Washington DC. But her

break is short-lived when the bride’s diamond ring disappears.

While her sassy assistant Kate and the always entertaining (and usually intoxicated) hairdresser Fern try to calm the bridal party, Annabelle and her best friend

Richard Gerard search the old island hotel for clues. Can they find the ring in time for the ceremony, or will the missing bauble vanish like pirate treasure in the

stormy Caribbean seas?

Jewel of the Aisle, a novella, is the 18th book in the Agatha Award-winning Annabelle Archer Wedding Planner Mystery Series. If you like hilarious-yet-deadly

whodunits, charming characters, and delightfully witty tales, you’ll love Laura Durham’s cozy mystery series.

**This story originally appeared as a much shorter story in the anthology Passport to Murder, which is no longer in print. The story has been expanded into a

novella.

Eve Lloyd's A Deadline Cozy Mystery - Books 1 to 5

Author: Sonia Parin

Eve Lloyd's A Deadline Cozy Mystery Series 

(Clean read: no graphic violence, sex, or strong language) 

 

Sunny Side Up 

With her bitter divorce behind her, Eve Lloyd wants to relax and think about her next step. Paying her aunt, Mira Lloyd, a.k.a. Elizabeth Lloyd, renowned historical 

romance author, a long overdue visit, she plans on spending a month on Rock-Maine Island lounging around and plotting the launch of her new life. Her 

ex-husband, however, has other ideas. As for her aunt… she’s gone missing. And now there’s a dead body to contend with and a murder weapon with her 

fingerprints on it. A mantle of suspicion hangs over Eve and everyone she encounters has a reason to want her out of the way. Unwilling to leave matters in the 

hands of swoon worthy Detective Jack Bradford… only because it’s her civic duty to provide a new perspective, Eve Lloyd engages the assistance of her new 

friend and fellow suspect, Jill Saunders. They both stumble their way through a long list of possible motives and suspects in a race to find the killer before either 

one turns into the next victim. 

 

Snuffed Out 

Eve Lloyd, a death knell? Eve refuses to believe her choice of words had something to do with inviting a killer to the island, but just to be on the safe side, she 

agrees to avoid all use of any and all words related to killing. However, it might already be too late… Her run in with a local artist, Reginald Bryant Burns, has put 

her in an awkward position. 

Trying to make amends, Eve resorts to bribery, but that only makes matters worse and now…She’s a prime suspect in a murder investigation. The timing couldn’t 

be worse. She has a date with Detective Jack Bradford and the killer is threatening to ruin it for her. 

 

All Tied Up 

It’s no accident. Eve Lloyd is a magnet for trouble. On the brink of settling into an uneventful existence, Eve Lloyd turns her attention to a new venture. She’s 

going to open an inn and she thinks she’s found the perfect house. It should all be smooth sailing from there, but she’s developed a knack for landing right in the 

thick of it. This time, she stumbles on a body in the least likely place and her fingerprints are all over the handcuffs found on the murder victim. As the suspects 

list grows, and the dream of running an inn evaporates, she becomes a target of the killer’s rage.Despite trying to keep her nose out of other people’s business, it 

seems the only way she can get her life back on track is if she sets a trap for the killer. 

 

The Last Bite 

Eve Lloyd’s childhood nemesis, Charlotte McLain, is getting married. Nothing will induce Eve to attend. Nothing except… blackmail.From the start, everything



about this wedding rings alarm bells for Eve. The location, the groom, the guests. The bride. But that’s nothing unusual. The odds of everything going right are

stacked in the bride’s favor. There have already been several deaths on the island. Lighting surely wouldn’t strike again…When the groom suddenly dies, all

fingers of blame are pointed directly at Eve. After all, she had opportunity and plenty of motives.She’s been framed and despite trying to keep her nose out of

trouble, she’s now been dragged right back into the thick of it. The list of suspects is extensive, but she’s sure she can narrow it down to… at least a half dozen

people. 

 

The Final Cut 

“…What sort of business person would I be if I start killing off my guests?” 

Eve Lloyd has settled into her new life in Rock-Maine Island and is about to open up an inn - a costly venture now that she has her heart set on getting an

expensive custom made stove. Leasing her new house to a film director takes care of the extravagant expense. It should now be all smooth sailing. However, the

director and movie star’s endless arguing gives her a taste of what she might be in for when she opens the doors to the public. What if she gets an inn full of

squabbling couples who use arguing as foreplay? But that is the least of her concerns.

Poisonous Paws: The Secret Library Cozy Mysteries

Author: CeeCee James

Murder can reach out and touch you when you least expect it.

When a mysterious person ransacks one of the secret bookclub members’s bedroom, everyone at Thornberry Estate is up at arms. Coupled with a strange box

that shows up out of nowhere and filled with bizarre things beyond imagination, and strange footsteps at night has everyone anxious.

…then there’s the bit of the skeleton in the closet. Literally.

The book club group are determined to discover who Mr. Bones is, and who is sending them disturbing messages. Especially since no one is supposed to know

the club exists.

Little do they know, that’s only the beginning of their problems.

SMILE AND BE A VILLAIN a cozy murder mystery full of twists

Author: JEANNE M. DAMS

AN ENCHANTING COZY MYSTERY FROM A BESTSELLING AUTHOR 

 

***** “I have loved this series from the very first book! Hope Ms. Dams keeps on writing them for a very long time.” Jan 

 

***** “So great to have a protagonist of this age who is perceptive and intelligent . . . I can’t say enough about the characterisation!” Ratcliff 

 

"Alderney's scenic beauty contrasts nicely with the villain's dark back business ground and evil plans" Publishers Weekly 

 

What could be better than a fortnight’s break on the tiny old-fashioned Channel Island of Alderney? Dorothy and her husband are looking forward to a 

lovely peaceful vacation on the picturesque little island. 

 

But it’s not to be. 

 

Out on a twisty cliff-top walk, Dorothy spots something that changes everything. A body, lying broken on the rocks below. 

 

Did he fall — or was he pushed? 

 

All of Dorothy’s instincts tell her there’s more to this death, and this victim, than meets the eye — and that her vacation is going to have to wait. 

 

Perfect for fans of Stella Cameron, Faith Martin, Agatha Christie, Frances Evesham, Betty Rowlands, or M.C. Beaton. 

 

READERS LOVE THE DOROTHY MARTIN MYSTERIES 

 

“Hugely entertaining, gentle mystery with a likeable protagonist.” Intheamazone 

 

“Dorothy is a dear.” New York Times Book Review 

 

“If you’re a classic mystery lover, you're sure to enjoy the books of Jeanne M. Dams. Her characters, settings and stories have a depth not often seen in this 

sub-genre.” Mystery News 

 

“This one kept me guessing right to the end.” Stack Reviews 

 

“A cozy as comforting as a hot cup of tea and as deliciously spicy as one of Dorothy’s mince pies.” Publishers Weekly 



THE DETECTIVE 

Dorothy Martin, sixtyish widow from Indiana and retired schoolteacher, moves to England shortly after her husband dies. A move they had planned to make

together. Like the author, she has a taste for fabulous hats. 

 

DOROTHY MARTIN MYSTERY SERIES 

Book 1: THE BODY IN THE TRANSEPT 

Book 2: TROUBLE IN THE TOWN HALL 

Book 3: HOLY TERROR IN THE HEBRIDES 

Book 4: MALICE IN MINIATURE 

Book 5: THE VICTIM IN VICTORIA STATION 

Book 6: KILLING CASSIDY 

Book 7: TO PERISH IN PENZANCE 

Book 8: SINS OUT OF SCHOOL 

Book 9: WINTER OF DISCONTENT 

Book 10: A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT 

Book 11: THE EVIL THAT MEN DO 

Book 12: THE CORPSE OF ST JAMES’S 

Book 13: MURDER AT THE CASTLE 

Book 14: SHADOWS OF DEATH 

Book 15: DAY OF VENGEANCE 

Book 16: THE GENTLE ART OF MURDER 

Book 17: BLOOD WILL TELL 

Book 18: SMILE AND BE A VILLAIN 

 

More books coming soon! 

Whispering Pines Mysteries Box Set: Books 1-3: Whispering Pines Mysteries

Author: Shawn McGuire

Meet Jayne O’Shea and all the quirky characters in the village you’ll never want to leave … despite the dead bodies … 

 

This digital box set contains books one, two, and three. 

 

Family Secrets 

Former detective Jayne O’Shea goes to prepare her grandparents’ lake house for sale and finds a dead body in the backyard. When it becomes obvious the 

sheriff isn't going to investigate the death, Jayne jumps right in. Her list of suspects grows faster than the plants in the village commons’ pentacle garden. Could it 

be the local Wiccan green witch with her stash of deadly plants? The shopkeeper who foretells death? Or maybe the visitor determined to learn black magic? 

 

Kept Secrets 

One month after arriving in the Northwoods, Jayne has settled comfortably into small-town life. Then one of the circus performers is found dead, and the villagers 

look to Jayne for help. The last thing she wants is to get involved but when a second carney dies, and the newly hired sheriff dismisses the death as an accident, 

Jayne has no choice but to step in. 

 

Original Secrets 

Exhausted from being the only law enforcement official on duty while also trying to open a bed-and-breakfast, Jayne escapes into her grandmother’s journals. 

Each entry gives her a deeper understanding of why her grandparents moved to such a remote location. But as questions are answered, deeply hidden secrets 

are unearthed. Such as, a killer has been wandering the village for forty years. 

 

 

What readers are saying: 

“I've read them all and just want to go back.” 

 

“I wish Whispering Pines was a real place” 

 

“If you enjoy honest, rather raw characters seeking direction, and the consequences of past mistakes, you'll enjoy this series as much as I have.” 

 

“My mind is still in Whispering Pines. I can clearly see the thatched roof houses, their wood and stucco exteriors. It reminds me of Shakespeare's house in 

London." 

 

“I really enjoy how the characters continue to evolve in this series and the new eccentrics fit right in!” 

 

“I totally fell in love with both the village and the story.” 

 

“I would gladly plan my next trip to Whispering Pines.” 

 

Whispering Pines Mystery Series



Family Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery 

Kept Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 2 

Original Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 3 

Hidden Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 4 

Rival Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 5 

Veiled Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 6 

Silent Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 7 

Merciful Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 8 

Justified Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 9 

Secret of Her Own, Book 9.5 (novella) 

Protected Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 10 

Burning Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 11 

Secret of the Season, Book 11.5 (novella) 

Blind Secrets: A Whispering Pines Mystery, Book 12 

 

 

Look for Shawn's Gemi Kittredge mystery series starting with One of Her Own

Patricia Fisher's Mystery Adventures - A Ten Book Boxed Set (Patricia Fisher's Big Boxed Sets 2)

Author: steve higgs

Amazon.com #1 in Cozy Mystery, Mystery Anthologies, and Amateur Sleuths

‘A complete cozy mystery series with an ending that left me on a high for days!’

Indulge yourself with a mystery-packed boxed-set of adventure as English village sleuth, Patricia Fisher, opens her own investigations agency and finds herself

hip-deep in criminal capers before she can butter her first scone.

With her steady butler in tow, our modern-day Miss Marple will apply her fierce mind to the detriment of gangsters, thugs, and killers who dare to ply their trade in

her quiet corner of the world.

However, beneath the cricket teas and church council meetings, a more sinister undercurrent flows. And when Patricia inadvertently triggers the wrath of a

powerful enemy, she finds herself marked for elimination. They believe they are the snake cornering the small furry animal. Patricia doesn’t stand a chance, right?

Well, normally that might be true, but our lady has friends of her own – people who will come to her aid when she needs. That’s not the worst of it though, for the

snake is about to find out the furry creature it cornered is a mongoose.

Hold onto your seat, because these cozy mysteries are an adventure!

This ten-book boxed set contains the following stories:

What Sam Knew

Solstice Goat

Recipe for Murder

A Banshee and a Bookshop

Diamonds, Dinner Jackets, and Death

Frozen Vengeance

Mug Shot

The Godmother

Murder is an Artform

Wonderful Weddings and Deadly Divorces

'My goodness, this chap can write a mystery. I can never work them out before he does the big reveal, and they are so gripping! I find myself breathless at times.’

‘How is it that these books can be so thrilling, and yet also so funny? I am biting my fingernails one minute, then laughing uncontrollably the next.’

‘How is this not on television? How is this not a blockbuster film? Never has a series of books captivated me like this.’

Assault and Batting: A Taylor Quinn Quilt Shop Cozy Mystery (The Taylor Quinn Quilt Shop Mysteries Book

1)

Author: Tess Rothery

A fatal accident. Sisters suspecting murder. Can they unravel a tangled thread of clues before the killer strikes again?

Taylor Quinn loves her goofy boyfriend and her job in the city. But when her mother is killed, she rushes home to take over the family’s small-town quilt shop. 

 Discovering her young sister blames herself for their mom’s death, her whole world begins to unravel. Desperate to help her sister, Taylor vows to prove 

everyone’s innocence.



In way over her head, Taylor’s investigation pulls a thread of shifty suspects, a tight knot of envy, and a patchwork of gossip. But as she stitches the evidence

together, she unwittingly reels in the killer’s attention…

Can Taylor sew up the case before everything comes apart at the seams?

Assault and Batting is the first book in the gripping Taylor Quinn Quilt Shop cozy mystery series. If you like classic puzzles, poignant family relationships and

sentimental surprises, then you’ll love Tess Rothery’s heartwarming tale.

Buy Assault and Batting to patch up a frayed family today!

Cozy Mysteries 14 Book Box Set: The Sandy Bay Series

Author: Amber Crewes

***Available to read for FREE on Kindle Unlimited NOW!***

DISCOVER 14 CLEAN & FUN BESTSELLING COZY MYSTERIES BY AMBER CREWES TO ENJOY !

 

 

THE FULL SANDY BAY SERIES: 

1. Apple Pie and Trouble 

2. Brownies and Dark Shadows 

3. Cookies and Buried Secrets 

4. Donuts and Disaster 

5. Eclairs and Lethal Layers 

6. Finger Foods and Missing Legs 

7. Gingerbread and Scary Endings 

8. Hot Chocolate and Cold Bodies 

9. Ice Cream and Guilty Pleasures 

10. Jingle Bells and Deadly Smells 

11. King Cake and Grave Mistakes 

12. Lemon Tarts and Fiery Darts 

13. Muffins and Coffins 

14. Nuts and a Choking Corpse 

 

APPLE PIE AND TROUBLE 

Meghan Truman always had a dream to become a Hollywood actress. Hollywood decided she wasn’t good enough. She left Hollywood broken but with a burning 

desire to start afresh in the Pacific Northwest, pursuing her second dream – opening a bakery. She never expected that the owner of a rival establishment would 

be found dead and all eyes would be focused on her as the prime suspect. As the new girl in town with a new bakery store, she’s determined to clear her name 

and find the murderer; otherwise she’ll have to leave Sandy Bay penniless and pitiful and possibly the murderer’s next victim. 

 

"I really enjoyed this and I’m looking forward to the next book in the series. Thanks for a great plot and interesting characters." 

 

BROWNIES AND DARK SHADOWS 

When Sandy Bay’s crème de la crème congregate to raise money for charity, Meghan Truman is proud to have her tasty desserts the talk of the party. She’s not 

so proud when the wealthiest couple in Sandy Bay are discovered dead and rumors circulate around town that her brownies are the cause of this tragedy. This 

murder case casts a dark shadow over Meghan’s budding romance with handsome Officer Irvin who’s disappointed that she’s once again at the center of another 

murder investigation. With everything to lose, Meghan must work hard to clear her name, restore broken relationships and solve this murder mystery before 

everything she’s worked so hard to build comes crumbling down. 

 

"I have so enjoyed this series! Book 2 was another short fun read. The ending was a complete surprise." 

 

COOKIES AND BURIED SECRETS 

When a beautiful stranger sashays into a birthday party, Meghan Truman, along with other guests, is surprised to discover her relationship to the birthday 

celebrant. This beautiful stranger attracts more shady characters to Sandy Bay. When one of these characters is found dead in an alley, the whole town is set on 

edge. Will Meghan’s attempt to link the owner of a golden antique gun to the murder prove helpful to handsome Officer Irvin’s investigation or will the discovery of 

a buried secret lead to more murders?



 

"Another great book in this fun series. There was a twist really early on in the book that was definitely a surprise!" 

 

DONUTS AND DISASTER 

Meghan Truman’s relationship with her assistant is severely tested when she becomes prideful over a donut recipe she’s introduced to Truly Sweet’s menu.

Matters are further worsened when a distant relative of this assistant, with selfish intentions and bad manners, is found dead in the town center. The local

handyman is arrested and put in jail when several witnesses confirm they saw him having an altercation with the murdered victim. Handsome detective Irvin and

Meghan believe he’s innocent but the evidence against him is too damning to overlook. Will Meghan’s attempt to give her assistant a second chance at restoring

their relationship backfire or will a determination not to harbor unforgiveness in her heart lead her to the true murderer? 

 

"So enjoying this series! I really like the characters. " 

 

PLUS 10 MORE!

A light, cozy mystery series with an amateur female sleuth, mouth-watering culinary desserts and 14 gripping murder mysteries!

Murder in the Drawing Room (Cleopatra Fox Mysteries Book 3)

Author: C.J. Archer

Scandal, secrets and bawdy photographs are uncovered when the wife of a politician is murdered. Untangle the lies with Cleo and her friends and find the killer.

When Harry Armitage passes an investigation to Cleo involving adultery, they both think it will end in divorce. But when the client’s wife is found stabbed in her

drawing room, it becomes clear that marital problems are only part of the story. Reluctantly joining forces, Cleo and Harry realize the wrong person was targeted,

but the police think they have their killer and refuse to look elsewhere.

Taking on the investigation themselves, they peel back the lies and expose the sordid details of a marriage in tatters, and see firsthand how gossip and politics

fuel the machinations of high society.

Meanwhile, at the Mayfair Hotel, expansion plans are on the menu, causing tensions to heat up in the kitchen between the chef and Cleo’s uncle. To make

matters worse, Cleo’s family notices her spending less time at the hotel and more time investigating – and some members don’t like it.

The Winemaker's Secret (A Starlight Cove Novel)

Author: Cynthia Ellingsen

Someone is out to destroy the family vineyard—and expose its secrets—in this atmospheric novel from Cynthia Ellingsen, Amazon Charts bestselling

author of The Lighthouse Keeper.

Abby Harrington’s family has dedicated their lives to cultivating the family vineyard and collecting vintage wines. But it takes only one night for the priceless

collection to vanish, stolen during Abby’s grandparents’ sixtieth anniversary celebration. Then a devastating plane crash leaves her grandfather clinging to life in

intensive care.

Desperate to take action, Abby sets out to discover who stole the precious wine—and why. The clues lead her to dark truths about her family she is not prepared

to face. Soon Abby begins receiving threatening messages and doubting those closest to her. Making things even more complicated, the attractive doctor who

saved her grandfather’s life offers her a shoulder to lean on just as the man she once loved returns to the vineyard.

The more truths Abby is forced to confront, the more her world spins off its axis. Can she unravel the secrets of the past in time to save the vineyard’s future—and

her own?

On the Run (Lethal in Love Book 1)

Author: Susan Amanda Kelly

Minerva Coolidge is one catwalk show away from becoming a supermodel and burying her biker-princess past forever. Until her outlaw family’s turf

war turns her into a target, and Daddy orders her home for good. Now she’s fleeing a biker gang, her psychotically over-protective brother and a

family-assigned bodyguard the size of a small hut. All without carbs.

When Minnie is snatched, the small hut rescues her.  Big Mike is six-foot-six of tattooed, ex-biker, ex-Special-Forces muscle. Rowr. Plainer than homemade 

yogurt with a personality to match and zero small-talk, Big Mike is so much like the hard men Minnie was raised amongst that she finds him near-irresistible. But



the last thing she needs is another autocratic protector. And he knows nothing about fashion. Nothing.

When Big Mike proves impossible to ditch, Minnie is forced to accept his help. They team up to stay one step ahead of her kidnappers, save her cat, dispose of a

body and evade the paparazzi. On the run with Big Mike, Minnie comes to realize that the quiet giant poses the biggest threat to her freedom. And heart.

Download ON THE RUN for a wild ride today.

What Sam Knew (Patricia Fisher Mystery Adventures Book 1)

Author: steve higgs

‘When Steve Higgs writes, he hits it out of the park. I find myself laughing out loud and often.’

When a climber suspiciously falls to his death and a local artist has her dog stolen, both cases fall into the lap of local sleuth, Patricia Fisher …

… but they should have come with a warning.

No sooner does she start to investigate, than a mysterious underworld figure issues a confusing threat. What has she uncovered?

Local boy, Sam Chalk, wants to help, his antics amusing but seemingly nothing more than a distraction. Does he know something though?

With time running out to save the dog, and the climber’s death looking like nothing more than a terrible accident, a chance discovery will rock Patricia’s world.

If only she had listened to Sam.

Get ready for a new series of thrills!

‘This series has it all; everything I want in a story and series ... humour, suspense, and colourful characters. It’s one of my top all-time favourite series.’

Haunt 'Em High (A Hannah Hickok Witchy Mystery Book 7)

Author: Lily Harper Hart

Now that she’s absorbed the power of the Casper Creek nexus, Hannah Hickok is a witch on a mission. Her new powers require regular venting, and she’s

surpassed even her limited expectations. It’s not magic on her mind when her father comes for a visit, though.

Brad Hickok has always wanted to see Casper Creek, and now that he gets to visit, he’s extremely excited. He’s not alone, though. He’s brought his new girlfriend

… and Hannah is thrown for a loop by her appearance.

What’s supposed to be a simple visit spirals out of control when a local witch who has been admitted to the hospital calls for Hannah to give a warning, an FBI

agent shows up asking questions, and enemy Astra loses her mind and attacks Hannah in the middle of Casper Creek before fleeing.

Hannah has her hands full, and it’s not all fun and games this go-around. She’s going to need everybody working together to come out the other side … and even

then the outcome isn’t set in stone.

Hannah is a witch with a plan. How successful she’ll be is anybody’s guess.

Dangerous Creatures (Patricia Fisher Mystery Adventures Book 11)

Author: steve higgs

'I don’t know how he does it. More than twenty books in and each one is still as fresh and inventive as the first. No one else writes like this!'

A desperate call for help is more than enough to get Patricia and friends in motion, especially when the call is from Patricia’s socialite friend and zoo owner, the

rather gin-soaked Lady Mary Bostihill-Swank.

Her husband, George, an acclaimed thriller writer, has gone missing from her home but there is no ransom note and no sign of foul play. With no crime to

investigate, the police are doing nothing and that’s not good enough for Patricia.

Amid a backdrop of strange occurrences, which include jewellery stolen from inside Lady Mary’s mansion, a note that suggests George might have been

kidnapped by Bolivian freedom fighters, and a lady tiger somehow pregnant from immaculate conception, the team must wade through a confusion of clues to find

the truth.

Will they be too late? Is George dead or alive? Will Lady Mary run out of gin?

With Patricia’s ability to attract trouble working overtime, every hour counts, but as she begins to close the net, the dangerous creatures that surround them reveal

a far more deadly crime is taking place …

Solving mysteries can be murder.



The Beechwood Harbor Magic Mysteries Boxed Set: Books 1-3

Author: Danielle Garrett

What readers are saying about the Beechwood Harbor Magic Mysteries:

~Spellbinding!

~I want to move to Beechwood Harbor!

~Couldn't put it down!

Holly Boldt is a witch with a problem. Make that lots of problems.

Following her banishment from the supernatural world, she is thrust into a halfway house for paranormal misfits like her. With a warring shifter and vampire

roommate and a cantankerous ghost landlady, she's got a full plate.

Unsurprisingly, she finds solace in the human residents of the small coastal town and begins to feel like maybe--just maybe--she could finally have a normal life.

Until her best friend is accused of a murder she didn't commit.

Holly is forced to use her magic to solve the crime before she loses her friend, not to mention her last shred of sanity!

***

This boxed set includes the official prequel, A Witch of a Day, as well as the first three books in the Beechwood Harbor Magic Mysteries series by Danielle

Garrett. Come explore Beechwood Harbor, a quaint town where witches, vampires, ghosts, and shifters all live, work, play, and mostly, get along. Full of humor,

magic, mystery, and a sprinkle of romance, this series has something for everyone.

Bunburry - Poison Ivy: A Cosy Mystery Series

Author: Helena Marchmont

Miss Marple meets Oscar Wilde in this new series of cosy mysteries set in the picturesque Cotswolds village of Bunburry.

It's party time in Bunburry! The deluxe Magnolia Inn is hosting surprise birthday celebrations for Bunburry's favourite senior citizens, Liz and Marge. But the party

is not the only surprise. A glamorous widow, Francesca Fairfax Adams, is staying in the Magnolia Inn, and catches the eye of self-made man and amateur sleuth

Alfie McAlister.

But Alfie's best friend, Oscar de Linnet, down from London for the party, knows Francesca of old, and has some shocking news about her. Alfie is reluctant to

believe him and decides to discover the truth for himself... Is this investigation putting himself and Oscar in terrible danger?

Helena Marchmont is a pseudonym of Olga Wojtas, who was born and brought up in Edinburgh. She was encouraged to write by an inspirational English teacher,

Iona M. Cameron. Olga won a Scottish Book Trust New Writers Award in 2015 and recently published her second book in the Miss Blaine mystery series.

Fortune Funhouse (Miss Fortune Mysteries Book 19)

Author: Jana DeLeon

Death is a roller coaster.

The traveling carnival has made its stop in Sinful and everyone is ready for thrilling rides, challenging games, and most importantly, funnel cake. But when a man

is murdered in the funhouse and Emmaline LeBlanc is knocked unconscious so the killer can escape, the good times are over. Carter is beside himself wanting to

hunt down the man responsible for putting his mother in the hospital, but he can’t investigate when he’s related to one of the victims.

Palmer Reed was well known as a boy by most everyone in Sinful for being a sneak, a liar, and sometimes a thief. As an adult, he continued his reign of

underachieving and mostly making people angry wherever he went. Now he’s a state police detective and is assigned to the case, but Fortune knows that to get

Carter the answers he needs, Swamp Team 3 has to take on the investigation. As they dig deep into the confusion and lies that surround the murder, they

uncover a secret that could devastate Carter and Emmaline, but Fortune is determined to discover the truth…whatever that may be.

Eagle Eye: Tiger's Eye Mysteries

Author: Alyssa Day



When Jack—the tiger shifter turned PI—gets a visit from an old friend …

…the friend is hiding a dangerous secret.

What happens when a cunning rogue tries to steal a treasure—and Jack's girlfriend, too?

Tess is enchanted by a mysterious eagle that keeps visiting her at her pawnshop. But eagles aren't the only thing endangered when a criminal mastermind

decides to make Dead End his home.

Luckily, her shooting skills are almost as good as her pecan pies.

Two alpha shifters in town…

…may be one too many.

What's a woman who just wants to run her pawnshop and quit stumbling over dead bodies to do?

What happens when the danger is coming from inside the shop?

You'll love this laugh-out-loud addition to the Tiger's Eye Mysteries series, because Dead End, Florida hasn't been this strange since the vampire started driving

the blood bank bus.

Get it now. Because sometimes it takes a tiger's eye to see the truth.

Prelude to a Witch (Wicked Witches of the Midwest Book 18)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

Bay Winchester has battled ghosts, shades, poltergeists … and sometimes her own family. It’s the latter giving her fits now. Well, and Hemlock Cove’s younger

set of course.

Bay thought the worst was behind her when she modified the memories of four tempestuous teenagers bent on stealing magic and wielding it in a tyrannical

manner. Unfortunately for her, when one of those teenagers ends up dead behind the inn her father owns, things start to spiral.

The girl’s death is ritual in fashion, bloody runes painted on the trees, and Bay can’t wrap her head around exactly what has happened. Then things get worse

when dark figures start appearing in windows, black ghosts threatening Bay and her family at every turn.

Between the horror haunting Hemlock Cove and the annoying presence of Bay’s former boss and his current fiancée, who just so happens to be a distant relative,

Bay has her hands full … and that’s before her cousin Clove’s baby starts displaying a rather interesting skillset that is going to force accommodations within the

family.

All Bay wants is a little break to plan her wedding and look forward to happily ever after with her fiancé Landon Michaels. What’s she’s going to get is a whole lot

of trouble.

Bay’s growing powers are drawing in a new element of evil. It’s going to take everything she has – and a little help from Aunt Tillie – to fight the ultimate battle.

Survival isn’t a given but Bay is determined to make it to her big day.

No matter what.

The Tomb of the Chatelaine: A 1920s Country House Murder Mystery (Heathcliff Lennox Book 6)

Author: Karen Baugh Menuhin

'Murder, mystery and a dog of distinction. Heathcliff Lennox investigates.'

A suspicious accident, a dead man's gun and a lost tomb. Strange events disturb the peace of Lanscombe Park, the magnificent country seat of Lord Godolphin

Sinclair.

Adventurer, gold prospector and arms dealer, Sinclair has spent a lifetime amassing a fortune with ruthless determination. He's a man frightened of nothing, until

he receives a package from the distant past. Someone knows his secrets, they kill, and then they kill again. A game of cat and mouse is afoot, Major Heathcliff

Lennox and ex Inspector Swift are called to Lanscombe Park to investigate.
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